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WEA.THER AND CROPS. 
'relllperatures ranged slightly below the seasonal average, 
but the etfeet of this thermal deficiency was offset, to a con-
siderable extent, by several spells of sultry weather which 
occul'l'ed at intervals. .-\..t Honolulu, the mean daily departure 
from the normal temperature for June (ayerage of two sta-
tions) was -1.3 degrees, the same as during the preceding 
month. Atmospheric pressure, wind direction, and wind velo-
city were about normal throughout the month. 
Conditions throug"hout the month were, as a whole, very 
favorable for the growth of all cane, although high winds 
dming the second and third weeks caused some slight damage 
to ~'Ollllg cane. Good showers during the first week were of 
partieular adnllltage in the Kau district of Hawaii, but by 
tilt' close of the month conditions were quite dry again in 
that sel"iion, especially at the lower levels. Cane also suffered 
for lack of moistme in the Kipahulu district of Maui during 
the latter lin If of the month; during the same period it became 
necessary in central ~laui to supplement the supply of ditch 
water by pumping. In windward Kauai tIll' water supply 
m'ailabll' fOt" irrigation purposes was I'ather low during nearly 
the entire month, but serious consequences were averted by 
heavy showers during the last decade. The grinding of mature 
('ane continued, and was completed at a number of the mills 
during the month. Planting, cultivating and other field opera-
tions pl'oeepdeu rapidly in all sections, but were interfered 
with to some ext('nt in windward Hawaii during the second 
de('ade by excessively moist conditions which, however, were 
Y(,I'Y favorable for the adnmcemellt of recently planted cane. 
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LEAF-HOPPERS AND THEIR NATURAL ENEMIES, 
(Pt. I. Dryinidae.) 
'~. ~ 
By R. C. L. Perkins. 
IN'l'RODUC'l'ORY REMARKS. 
The parasitef:' considered in this Bulletin all belong to the 
Dryinidae, a, family of insects which, :;10 far as is known, con-
fine theil' attaeks to certain groups of the Homopterous Rhyn-
ehota, popularly known as leaf-.;tlOppers. The material which 
has been studied is chiefly froni two sources: (1) the species 
observed and collected bv '1\11'. Koebele and myself in Queens-
land froIlt June till the ~nd of December, UlIj4, and (2) some 
of the species sent to these islands from Ohio and California 
by Mr. Koebele in 1903; to which may be added two species 
peculiar to these islands. ,Vith regard to the parasites sent 
from Ohio and CaIifol'nia, those which I have described below 
by no means include all the speeies sent by 1\11'. Koebele, and 
probably few 01' none of the rare onei-) are represented. This 
is due to the fact that unless a considerable number of in-
dividuals wel'e sent, I was unwilling to lose the chance of 
establishing a Hpecies in these i:;)lands by killing specimens 
for purposes of study. I now regret this fact, as had I made 
a. critical study of these insectE'at that time, I should have 
found out what I now know, that many of the parasites sent 
by Mr. Koebele would not have been, the least likely to 
accomplish the object for which they were sent, that is to 
attack the Rugal' cane leaf-hopper, since their structure iE' in 
certain respects quite different from that of those which 
attack leaf-hoppers of that group. From want of this knowl-
edge much time_ and trouble were wasted in attempting the 
impossible; while several speci<:'EI sent, which were quite likely 
to Mtaek the cane-hopper and to become established, sutfered, 
ac('ol'dingly for want of attention, when this should have been 
entirely centered on'the'lll. The material for study that has 
passed thl'ough my handEl, dead or alive, has been very large. 
MI'. Kuebele sent to Honolulu from Ohio and California (but 
far the gl'eatel' part from the former State) some thl'ee thou-
sand cocoons which produced several genera and lllany 
~"pecies. During the time these were being received, I bred 
many thousands of the Hawaiian Echthrodclpha:v for dish'ibu-
tion in localities from which it was absent. In the six lllonths 
sppnt in ;\ustralia, we reared a still greater number of species. 
" 
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Indeed when one cons.iders that Mr. Koebele's work in the 
United States was practically confined to. two small areas; 
that nearly all our material from Australia was secured in 
two limited areas in Queensland, while we knO'w that the 
DJ'yinidac are COlmmoon and generally distributed in the tropics 
and temperate regioons alike, and even oecur na,turally in 
Oreanic island~) like Hawaii, it is clear that from an insignifi-
cant family with few species, this will in time become Qne of 
importance, comprising many genera and hosts of species_ 
Particularly in Australia would the student reap a rich har-
vest, fOl' it must be remembered that we were inves·tigating 
these insects only during six months, and oof this time Qnly a 
fl"action was 'specially devoted to them. Moreover, most of 
our wQrk was done in cultivated distdcti,., where cane is grown, 
0.1' Qn landperiQdically burnt over, and greatly changed frQm 
its natural conditiQns, in fact such places as the entomQlogist 
bent on purely scientific research WQuid naturally avoid. It 
is a remarkable fact that the student, and Qf CQurSe more 
particularly the collector Qf leaf-hopperE', shQuld so. rarely 
have ~ooticed these parasites. One would suppose it almQst 
impossible to collect HQmoptel'a fQr a single day and not 
notice the cQnspicuous presence of the larval sac of E'(}me 
Qf the Dryinidae. T'hey are, too, s·o extremely easy to breed 
in confinement, eyen under most unnatural conditions, such 
as in a small glass vial, that it is· surprising hQW few have 
been recorded a's bred. -
A list of some of the later writings on this family h) giyen 
below, but I have not thought it necessary to refer to. those 
Qf \Vestwood, \Valker and the Qld writers. References to. 
these will be found in Ashmead's Monograph of the North 
American Proctotrupidae. The latter work' I have studied 
very carefully in drawing up the characters of my new genera,. 
and since most of the North American g.enera are unknown 
to me, and European material has not been procurable at all,. 
I have been greatly indebted for information co.ncernIng·. 
these to the Monograph mentioned above, which includes. 
most of the Euro.pean genera. 
Rince that wo.rk was published, Dr. Ashmead has entirely 
('hanged hi:,:. views a8 to the systematic position of the Dr,Yini-
dae, placing them now with the true wasps, and altQgether' 
apart from the Pro.co.trupids. I l'e~l'et that I am not at all 
able to follow the learned Amerir.an h,Ymenoptel'ist in his 
latest views on the classification of the wasps, nor with some' 
af his vi<'wl';'. as to. the structure o.f cel·tain DI'Tinidae, nor 
with his conclusio.n's as to the significance o.f t'heir dtelate· 
tarsi. 'fhese points will be discussed below. 
Since the greater part of this Bulletin waEI wl'itten, we· 
haY(~ rpcei\'ed a l'eecnt paper On the raptorial front: legs of' 
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the Dl'yinidae by Dr. J. J. Kieffer, in which figures and des-
criptions of these are given. The figures illustrating the 
present Bulletin will be published later, with those illush-at-
ing other leaf-hopper parasiteE'. 
GENERAL ACCOUN'I.' 01" 'I.'HE DltYINIDAE. 
LIFE HISTORY 01~ ECHTHHODEI,l'HAX AS TYPICAL Ol~ 'I'HE 
DRYINIDAE. 
When in HIO!3 for the purpose of distribution in the cane-
fields many hundreds of Echtlwodelpha.1J were kept in a cage 
with glass sideE' and large enough in contain a fair-sized 
growing plant of sugar cane, on which large flocks of the 
lal'Yae of the cane leuf-hopper were feeding, the habits of 
the parasite could be studied to great advantage. Dy having 
a eage thus well stoeked with 'the parasites, one can insure 
the fact that at almost any time individuals may be seen in 
the act of catching their prey. In such a cage, on one oc-
casion, I counted over thirty parasites on a single cane stem 
each one simultaneously engaged in stinging the young hopper 
it had seized. "Then the hopperE' were excreting an abun-
dance of honey-dew, the parasitl's fed freely o·n this, but if 
not, some sweet liquid was 'supplied in plaee of it. 'Without 
liquid food, in :l hot locality the parasirtes die very quickly, 
and the cage was freely sprinkled with water each day to 
advantage. Pairing of the sexe::, is of short duration and 
after copulation the male frequently ne\'er moves again, and 
in geneml dies very quickly. To watch the female parasite 
stalking, c:ttching and stinging its prey, is a most interesting 
sight. The prey is E,ought on foot, for while most of the 
Dryinidae are most active and rapid runners, they are but 
poor performers on the wing. In most of the winged fOl'ms, 
these orgalls are unduly short and in Echtlt'l'odelpl/ax serve 
hardly more than to transport jot from one cane plant to 
another m:, occasion demands. ..:\.'s soon as the parasite be-
Gomes aware of the presence of its prey, it usually eomes to a 
standstill, while still at a short distance; it assumeE' a rigid 
~1!ttitude compamble with that of a dog pointing gallle; the 
antennae are laid back behind the head; frequt'ntly it sidles 
round the hopper to gain a more adnmtageous position for 
the attack. 'fhe hopJlers often ~',how manifest ulleasiness OIl 
the approach of the parasite and they hasten ,to remove them-
selves to a distan(:e, as the latter comes to a point. In this 
ease they are again followed up. and the performance ma.y 
be repeated several times, In some cases through too great 
deliberation in attack the prey is entirely lost, as it moves 
.awa}' into eoneealment and the parasite fails to trace it up. 
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Deliber-alte as it often is in making the attack, yet, when 
made, the stroke is marvelously rapid. So quickly indeed are 
the front legs thrown out and withdrawn that the hopper, 
which just now was at a distance, in an instant appears con-
tiguous to the parasite, as if attracted by some unseen force_ 
One pair of pincers usually grips the neck -of the prey the 
other frequently clasps the pair of hind legs in the neighbOor-
hood of their long jumping spurs, or the abdomen towards, 
the apex. If the hopper is unusually large and strong com-
pared with its enemy, it not rarely manages to, make its leap~ 
and both fall to the ground together. Never however, was 
the latter seen to relinquish its hold on t1le former. ItSI prey 
firmly secured and frequently held more or less crosswise 
to itself, the parasilte now curls round the· abdomen and 
thru~.ts its sting into the side of the hoppel', beneath one of 
the wing lobes in the case of Echtlwodelphax, and in various 
other positions in the case of other parasites, and the egg 
is deposited, The laying ·of the egg is again a very deliberate 
undertaking and the sting may remain ins1erted for a couple 
of minutes or more. Finally the sting is withdrawn, the 
front leg ,that grasps the< hopper's neck is extended, the 
chelae ,or pincers fly open and the hopper is sometimes rough-
ly jerked to a. dii'",tance, sometimes more gently deposited on 
the plant. 'While grasping the hopper and inserting the 
sting, th~ parasite has been seen in some cases to freely 
use its mandibles ·on the neck in proces·s of malaxation. 
After the operation, the victim usually appears weak and 
dazed, sometimes even lying inert on the ground, but sooner 
or later and sometimes yer~' quickly, it recovers and startS' 
fpeding as if nothing had happened. Occasionally a.fter 
captnrp, the Ill'PY is rele(lsed without being stung, and it is' 
probable that hoppers so releasoed have already been stung 
by an earlier captol'. Undpl' nnnatnral conditions, snch as 
in the confinement of a small jar or glass tube, and probably 
under pressure of h1lnger, the hoppers are frequently killed 
outright, and to come extent dpvoul'ed. The pOf,itioll of in-
sel'lt'ioll of the sting is apparently not always the same. this 
bping sometimes inserted bpnea 1'h the wing·lobe, and sOllle-
timt's in the ventral s·ide of tlll' body. but the lal'val sae in 
either ease appeal's lWlwath the willg'·lobe. Aftel" the Pg'g' 
has been deposite,d. it is not for Rome tilllP tha t the charadeI'" 
iRti(' lanai SHe beeomes (,yident ('xternally. III the easp of 
E('lItllrodcljllla:l'. I ('ould dif',tingnish the l,lI'~"al S'H'. having the 
appearan('(' of a minute transparent Y('sicle. at the l'lldof 
fOIl\' dan; "'ith the naked ('ye. In thp (,lise of a California 
spP('ips . of JTa fJlnyollatofJlIs. ,i:he ppriod was Hot less thaIl :1 
w(,pk, On OIIP o('(';isioll n\l'el~ enne leaf"IJOPJ)l'l's ",pre plal·pel 
in a. lnrg'p glaf"s jnr with 1hl' Hapl()!lo//a{nplIs. and two of 
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them were seen to be quickly seized and stung. The next day 
the parasite was removed to another cage. At the end of 
six days, when the hoppers were examined, no 'sign of the 
larval parasite was noted, even with the aid of a weak lens, 
and it was supposed that they were unaffected. However 
on the ninth day, when they were again examined, the para· 
si'tic lal'Yae were of considerable s,ize, and obvious to the 
naked eye. The third hopper of the above produced no pal'a-
sitp. and probably was not stung. As soon as the larval sac 
becomes visible, it iEI usuall,v but a short time, a few days 01' 
a week before the larva he('omes mature. The length of time 
no douLt varies somewhat according to the species, and ac-
,cording 1::> climatic ('onditions. 
'rhe larva of the Ecldhrodelpha;l: fa.irchildii while still at-
taehed to the hoppel', appears as a, small, nearly circular, 
impreE.sed, blaek object, adherent to the young leaf-hopp(~l'. 
'The latter seems hardly to be inconvenienced by the parasite, 
remaining aSI active and plump las Itlle llon-pm'asitized! in-
.dividuals. It is always the immature hopper that is attaeked 
and a single hopper may sustain one 01' two parasites. They 
.are generally fixed beneath the lobes, which develop into the 
tegmina or uppel' wings, one OIl each side of 'the body, if 
two be p)'e~ellt; the~' are, however, s':)metimes found beneath 
the true wings. 
After a time, however, (always shortly before the full 
:growth of the parasite lana) the hopper becomes sluggish 
and then entirely stationary. 'rhis may happen either short· 
ly before or nOlt till some time after the bla.('k !o1hell-like 
·covering 01' lanaI sac of the parasite splits by a longitudinal 
(mediodorsal) fissuJ'e and exposes the back of the wbite mag-
got within. 'l'his torpidity of 'the leaf-hopper and the split-
ting of the covel'ing of the paras.ite is the oUitwal'd sign of a 
-change of habits in the latter (being coincident with a moult 
<11Hl ("'hange of forIll of the parasite.) From this time until 
tlw hopper dieRand the magg'ot finally quits hold of it!:) 
1'l'ey the sight as !.'xamined undel' a lens forms one of the 
most J'epllli:;ive t-".ights that natlll'al history can afford. 
Soon after the splitting of the bla.ck coyering and the 
expmmre of the white maggot, a eonspieuous ehange takes 
plaee in the eolO1" of the latter, it beeoming pink 01' reddish. 
1'he maggot, whieh has hitherto fed delitatel'y without doing 
~llIy yital injury to its host, now proceeds to ingef'ot the ('on-
tents of the hoppel' in an iudisc)'i'lllinate manner, and the 
change in eolOl' is ('Icm'ly due to this. If )'emove<l at th1:,; 
tim!.' from the hoppel' it is seen to have very mobile and hard 
(chitinized) mouth parts, while the thin and tollapsed black 
cOY{'ring s·till adhpl·!.'s some distante behind the head. U rowth 
is extremel," rapid and the simultaneous flhrinkillg of the 
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hopper, as its contents are absorbed by the para~ite, enhances 
this effect. Thus. when the splitting of the black covering 
takes place the hopper may be fhree or foul' times the size 
of the parasite, when the latter is full fed the proportions 
may be exactly reversed. Tha removal of the contents of the 
hopper can be easily seen fhrough parts of the cuticle. Gen-
erally early in the proceedings the 'soft contents of one or 
both eyes and of the head ,are seen to be in rapid motion, like 
a boiling fluid; suddenly all the pigment is. l'emoved fl'om one 
eye (usually the one on the opposj1te side to the parasite) 
and it becomes an opaque white spot, then the other is often 
similarly destroyed, or sometimes. bofh more or less simUl-
taneously. 
Finally the maggot, when it l1as finished feeding, with-
draws its head, and may then sometimes be seen bus.ily en-
gaged in applying slicky matter from ii's mouth to its body. 
Its surface j's s.trongly adhesive and when it quits its prey, 
it is able (though of course quite legless) to crawl freely over 
any surface, however smooth. Soon it spins a neat white 
cocoon, from which it emerges. as an active winged insect in 
about ]8 days. 
GE:-!FJRAL HABl'rs OF DRYI);,IDAE. 
In Australia, the small apterous forIDs of the Gonatoplts 
tJpe are essentially attached to the J assidae and Fulgoridae, 
,that feed on grasses. and low herbage, and this was also the 
case with the many American species sent to Hawaii by Mr. 
Koebele. Onfhe other hand, the Hawaiian apterous species 
are essentially ·arboreal, but it mm)t be remembered that in 
Hawaii practically all the native Homoptera are attached to 
forest trees, the few that live on grasses being Jassids or 
Fulgorids almos.t certainly introduced, the HawaiiaD- f.auna 
being altogether of a special nature. Echtll1'odclplwx is also 
connected with grass·eating Fulgorids, or at least with those 
affecting low plants. The most minute species of Ncochclogy-
nus attack small graminivorous Jassids. The larval sac of 
these small robust insects is placed ventrally on the hopper 
behind the posterior legs, 01' on the side of the neck. Most 
of the species of this genus, however, attack tree Jm:'Sids, and 
the larval sac is attached behind the posterior coxae On the 
ventral surface of the body. Naturally all these insects are 
at timCE! met with in the adult state by 'sweeping gl'asses, but 
not in any considerable numbers. The aptel'ous insects of the 
Gona/ojJlls group can be found in some numbers by special 
searching about the roots of grasEoCs in Australia., especially 
on sandy banks, similar to those on which I used to take 
GOllatapll8 itself in some numbers twent~' years ago in Eng-
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land. The tlee-frequenting winged fOl'llS are only taken rare-
ly and singly by beating branches of trees or shrubs, even in 
places where the dryinized hoppers are quite abundant, and 
wheJ'e the mature ins·ccts can be obtained in numblirs by 
breeding. Paranteon no doubt has special habits; for the 
sluggish hopper, that it affects, forms flocks of greater or less 
extent, a.nd excreting much honey-dew, is invariably covered 
with slwaJ'ms of ants, usually a moderate-sized species of the 
Formicidae. The Pamnteon bears some slight resemblance 
to the ant in appearance, and this resemblance is enhanced 
by its actions. If a number of the parasites be bred together 
in a gla.soS vial, they may be seen gathered in pairs, standing 
sub-erect on their foUl' hind legs, face to face, stroking one 
another, licking each other's mouth, soliciting food. Now the 
ants, that attend the hoppers themselves behave in similar 
fas.hion, and it is most probable that they actuall~' feed the 
Pamnteon, which unless it were on friendly ·terms with the 
ants could never approach the hoppers to lay its eggs in 
these. It is only necssary to touch a twig on which a colony 
of t'he hoppers rest, to s'€e how assiduous are the ants in 
protecting the colony from any interference. Further, it 
would he interesting to note what happens to the full-grown 
lal'va, of the parasite, which must emerge fl'om it·s sac amongst 
a swarm of carnivorous ants, that arc always prep,u'ed to kill 
and cany off any weaker im'ect, that falls in their way. 
Most probably not only are the larvae not harmed by the 
ants, but they may be carried down by them to their under-
ground nest, and pupate therein. In captivity the larva 
forms its toeooll well beneath the soil. 
A.11 the sppeies of tIle Dryinidae, which ha\'e the front legs 
a bnormall~' lengthened in the fpmales, when resting, place 
these in a characteristic po.oition. The knee-join'ts Oll either 
side rise high above the pronotum and often are brought 
together so as to, form a eomplete angular Hl'eh over the 
thorax. In walking, the abnormally developed tlaw of the 
c11plae is always folded back on the fifth joint of the tarsus, 
and is not used except specially for grasping' its prey. In the 
compal'Htiwly slendl'l', winged insrctfl of the genera NcorlriJi-
11118, Pa i'a di'Y ill 118 and Cit Z()l'odr/l'iIlIlS, the abdomen of the fe-
males is l'eeul'ved aI' bent on iis apical part, and h; always 
kept in thifl position wlIPIl the im',retR r('st, and generally 
when hunting tllPiJ' ]Irl'Yi and this is also the ease with the 
large apterons Clw l('()lI() II a to}l 11'<;. '''hen at rest the,\' have a 
mORt ext!'aordinal'Y aplleal':lll('p fol' they sit snbrr('(·t on their 
ta il (i. p, the 1'(,(~Ill'vpd a]l<'x of the a hdomen), supported other, 
wis(' by only tile two hindt'l' pail' of lpg-~., the front pail' 
heing lIPId in the posi t ion a lr('ady descrihed, the tarsi nsnally 
flOIllPwhat in(,]jllPd, and fl'Pp from thl'Sllrfael' Oil ",hidl the 
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others rest. On the other hand, the slender, winged Echth1"o-
delphax, and the small wingless insects of the Gonatopus group, 
whether resting or running, hold the body segements straight, 
~md only in the act of stinging their prey a·re these bent or 
recurved. 
The short-legged, stout insects with large s<tigma to the 
fl'ont wings naturally do not exhibit the peculiarities that 
are shown by the species of the above named genera. Many 
of them, moreover, seem to be better endowed with powers 
of flight, the sexual disparity i:;-.• much less, the males' are 
more hardy, and, in the case of Pcwanteon at least, copulation 
may take place many time,s, in striking contrast with the 
feeble male of Echthroclelphax, which frequently drops dead 
within a few minutes after the aet. 
}dthough in some cases a specie:;) of the Dryinidae will 
attack more than ·one species of leaf-hopper, and indeed 
sometimes parasitizes species of diffel'ent genera, yet in the 
latter case thes'C genera always belong to the same group of 
hoppel'S. In no caSe have we e'vel' found one 'to attack a 
Jassid 01' Fulgorid indiscriminately. Indeed from a. study of 
structure we should suppose such a ease to· be imposoSible. 
Riley however is said to have bred Labeo typholocybae fro111 a 
Typlwlocyba. whereas this species of which the female was 
dpscribed as D1'ynills ol'l/wniclis, is well known to be a com-
mon parasite of the Fulgorid genus Ormenis, and it might 
be well to confirm Riley's unique instance. Also in need of 
confirmation is Lichtenstein's Gonatoplfs ptino1'1tI1l, said to be 
parasite on the beetle Ptinus till'. 
Like other parasitic Hymenoptera. some of the Dryinidae 
are able to reproduce their kind pal'thenogenetically, and 
probably frequently do s'o in a state of nature. In one case 
that \vas noticed, that of a spel'ies of Pscllclo.rlona.topus. of 
thE> offspring thus produced only one in fOl:ty wa's of the 
male spx. 
'l'HE J<X'O~O:\IIC VALUE OF DltYl~JDAE. 
The parasites of the group now under consideration 
have nntil ] ately been considered as more or less 
rare inseets, and therl'fol'c it is of interl'st to consider 
the ('xt('nt of theil' economie "alue, . \ fail'ly true ('stimute 
of this "nlue (':1n be mad!' by c:1rrfully watching- Home eOlll11l0n 
speeips of If'af-hoppel'. which is subje('t to Owir aUa('ks. over 
a tonsidel'able ppriod of time. It lIlust bf' understood that 
the following' I'emal'ks :1pply to SIWci(·s., whieh :11'(' found in 
cOllnil'ips wIJl'I'P tl\(' wintpI'S Hrl' not ('old f'lloug-h to put a 
('Pl'saiion to insp('j: adi"iiy. If WP ];:('('1) wab'h on a species 
of llOPlH'I' frolll fIJp HIll(' ",h(,11 its numbers are at a minimum, 
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it will usually be observed that the jndividual~) bee-ome more 
and more numerous with each generation. At first the parasite 
is also very scarce, or for a time may not be observed at all, 
but it likewise increases in number with the increase of the 
hopper, ~!o that both frequently attain their greatest abund-
ance at the same time. In the caSe of a common AushaHan 
-species of grass eating Liburniet and the Pseudogonatopus 
parasitic ·on it, which were observed for about three con-
secutive months, the viE,ibly parasitized individuals, when the 
hoppers were most abundant, amounted to as high as 50 per 
cent of the whole. Many individual hoppers carried two to 
four, some even six parasites. Adults and all the earlier in-
stat's were attacked alike. This statement howeVer, would 
give a vel·y inaccurate idea of the true value of the parasite. 
Firstly, many of the apparently sound hoppers were affected 
by the parasite, which had not yet s.hown externally; secondly, 
an enormous proportion of them were in the young stages and 
incapable of breeding, and, for days or weeks to come, were 
liable to be parasitized before they could reach maturity. It 
will not therefore be 'surprising to learn that a few weeks after, 
the parasites were at their maximum, the hoppers from t,heir 
numerical maximum fell suddenly away to a minimum, being 
represented, in places where they had swarmed previously, 
by only scattered specimens. 
It might have been expected that now the parasite would 
have been swarming in the locality, where so many dryinized 
hoppers had lately existed, the more so as, on account of their 
wingless condition, they would not be likely to stray far away 
from their birth place. This however was not the case, for 
just as the parasite renches its maximum in numbers, at the 
same time as Nle hopper. so do the hyperparasites at the same 
time as tlIP parasite. ",Yhen the Psclldo[!ollaio}Jlls was at its 
greatest numbel·s. the hyperparasitcs were noticed in the field 
in consider;] bly greater numbers still. Of course it must also 
be remembered that in many cases the destruction done by the 
Dryinid parasite is supplemented by the '\York of other para-
sitic or predaceous insects. ,Vith the most successful hoppers 
(by which I mean those, which are most numerous in in-
dividuals), it would appear that at their numeJ'ieal maximum, 
they exhibit signs of becoming; a highly destructi\'e pest, but 
just at this point (at any rate in normal seasons), they sudden 
lr, owing to the attaeks of parasites or predators. fall away 
to about their numeric-al minimum. 
To take another instance, a common species of Sip7wlltet 
was ollScl"\·C'd in numbers in Northern Queensland in various 
localities, but not so numerously as a rule as to be consid· 
ered injlll"ious to any considerable extent. On tIle other 
hand, undl'r ulIllatlll"al conditions, it showed itself capable 
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of doing the greatest damage, for an isolated colony 
established on a bush in the town of Cairns where 
its natural enemies had little chance of finding it, 
had so injured the bush that the owner cut away 
and destroyed a large portion of it. At Townsville, 
on an isolated row of trees, the same species had evidently 
increased to great numbers prior to our visit, as could be easily 
.seen by the appearance of the affected trees, and the empty 
larval skins of the Siphanta. In this case, however, the para-
sites had already discovered their prey, and we saw few of the 
latter, but the cocoons, mostly empty, of a Neodl'yin1tS were 
:so numerDus, that as many as 32 were picked off a single 
fig-leaf! Egg parasites were also at work on the few patches 
·of eggs that we found. Indeed in most cases, it will no doubt 
be found that the work of the Dryinidae, admirable as it is, 
to a greater or less extent is supplemented by that of other 
'predaceous and parasitic insects. In fi~hting a leaf-hooper 
pest ·by the importation of parasites or predators, it will no 
·doubt be generally found necessary to make a selection of 
carefully chosen enemies rather than to rely on a single specific 
,enemy, though the latter might in some cases be perfectly suc-
cessful, provided its hypel'parasites be carefully excluded and 
that none likely to attack it already exist in the country to 
which it is imported. 
How hardly t,he Dl'yinid parasites are at times pressed by 
their various hyperparasitE!S, we often observed. To cite one 
instance, from about fifty cocoons of several species of para-
sites, obtained from grass-eating Liburniae at Redlynch near 
Cail'lls, one solit<1l'Y male Eclitltl'odelpham alone emerged, all 
the rest being hyperpar:lsitized, and similar observations were 
made in seyeral 10calitieR. 
Tn estimating the value of the Dr,llinidae we should note the 
fact that, so far as iR known, a dl'yinized leaf-hopper may be 
counted as a dead hopper. In no case is it probable that it 
would be enpable or reproduetioll after being stung by 
the parasite and usually it flies at the moment of emergence 
·of the larva of the latter. In one instance a very large nymph 
of 11: Siplw IIta, lwa !'ing' a larva of a Paradl',ljinns, after the 
latter lpft it, had snl1kipnt strength to moult, and produced 
:l (,l'ippled nntllI'e insect, whieh quickly died; but this case 
was quite unique. Nymphs of leaf-hoppers bearing a para-
I'it(' lIe"!'l' attempt tD moult. On the other hand, where a 
Dl',\'inid attac'ks matUl'e leaf-hoppel's, these may of course 
haye already deposited their eggs, but sueh cases are prob· 
ably fe'x, 
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)IA'rlllm LARVAE OF DRYINIDAE. 
On leaTing th~ host, the full-grown larva is of elongate-
m'ate form, pointed anteriorly when extended, the anterior 
segments being much narrower than the posterior, the ;h~ad 
m.ore or less retractile and like the mouth parts, usually very 
mobile. The cuticle is microscopically rugulose or corrugated, 
siometimes quite bare as in some N eodl'yhws and Paradl'/fi-
nus, but in Pseudogollatoplls (at least in some species), there 
are several longitudinal rows of very short and widely sepa-
rated bl'istles and a row of latero-subyentral ones on each 
side al'e more developed, placed on tubercles more devel-
oped than the others. In N eoclielogYIllis destrllctol' the seg-
ments al'e circular'ly ridged and the ridges set with minute 
tubercles placed ('lose together, eadl tubel'de bearing, a 
longish hail'. 
'Th~ chitinization of the head varies in different genera or' 
species, but conspicuous nlways are the large mandibles. In 
some Neodrllinns and Paradr!lill'lls these appeal' to have an 
oblique cutting edge, which is crenulate or dentieulah'. In 
Neoclleloflyn'lts they appeal' to be simple and simply pointed' 
at the apex. and at rest the tips pass one another. 'rIll> Uppel" 
lip or labrum is yery broadly rounded or truncate at the 
apex and there dliated, and often the mandibles al'e 
largely coneealed beneath it. The lower lip apically 
is usually stl'ongly bent upwards at an aIlgh~ with 
the lower surfaee of the head. The mouth open-
ing is large and onl~' par'tially dosed b~- the large 
mandibles and the maxillae, which lie bl:'neath them. 'e1lere is 
a sing-Ie jointed (faint indications of a secondary division may 
sometimes he notked) maxillary palp, bearing' a ff'w micro-
scopieal hail'S at it apex, or sometimes one' more com;;picuons 
spinose hair and some shorter ones. The head is sparing'ly set 
with hairs or bristles w1li(',h differ with the spe(·ies. and t]h~se 
distinctions possibly ~-ield eharactel's of g'enpric import-anee. 
All the lan-ac lmmnl are very active and most of them crawl 
about quitkly on tlwir ('lllel'l!;<'nep from the sa(', in i'('H\'eh of a 
propel' pla('e for spinning- tlH'ir eoeoons. Ronlt' howp\,pr like 
Ncodryilllls }lupatp Oil, OJ' (,lm;e to, the spot at whi('h l'lll'y is-
sne hom the host. 'l'hpy show mallY dHl'e'I'I'IH'(>s ill ('olouI', 
a('Pording- to thp s]leeips, th(' majority lwillg- ,,-hitl' 01' ]Iink-
ish. ROllI(" how('''!'I' arl' browll and oOwrs lig-ht I!;I'Ppn. H 
is notp-wol'thy thai: a Jig-ht gl'C'PII lana ma~- iS811P hom thp 
sal' on a brown ('oJol1l'pd .Ta:-;:-;i<l while allothl:'r 81)('('i(,8 fl'om a 
lig-ht gl'('PH .Ta8sid llIay Hot 1)(' g'rpPH at all. 'rhl'SP eoloUl' 
distindiom; aI'(' I hl'Jil'\'l'. ('OHSt:\IIt I' OJ' n 8p('('iI'8, 
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COCOO.XS 01" DRYINIDAE. 
1'11e larvae of all the known species spin a compact' silken 
cocoon, which often consists of two pm·ts, an inner adapted to 
the form of the larva and an outer and wider covering. The 
SlJeei<:>sof Ncoclryinus further elaborate this by fixing over it 
a roof, forilled of the greater part of the larval sac. Many 
of the cocoons m'e highly charateristic of the genus 01' species, 
and though in some the details of shape, etc., are not absolute-
ly constant, yd in lllany cases the species can be immediately 
distinguished by an examination of the cocoons, provided that 
these are formed on similar substances. 'Vhen found on very 
difrerent surfaces there may naturally be considerable differ-
enee exhibited by cocoons even of one species. The cocoon of 
Paradrl/ill1l8 is elongate and eylindrical and often found on the 
surface of green leaves. Under these conditions the cocoon of 
P. tlircl/odcs is densely ~,tudded with round patdl!:'s of epider-
mi;;·strilllJed off from the leaf surface; that of P. koebelei is 
less d<:>nsely coyered, with mOl'e elongated fragments; while P. 
l'('JlatoJ' also uses 1'0undiE,h fragments, but t.he cocoon is more 
earinated. 
Tht> ('Ot'OOll of ChZvJ'odJ'i/inlls is long, nan'ow and cyLindrical 
and no fragments of leaf substanee are wown into the surface. 
'l'hat of NcodJ'l/iIlIlS is ovate and the upptl' and lowe1' walls of 
the marginal pm-t are strengthened with g1'eat numbers of ver-
tical pillar's. In ad(lition as above mentioned, the larger part 
of the ruptured lat'va I sac is removed from the hopper and 
uttaehed as a roof over t,he coeoon. This sac being of the usual 
circular form, when ruptured by the escaping larva, gapes open 
like a bivalve sl1ell , as do those of all other Dryinidae known 
to us. These two valves are stretched wide open over its co-
coon by thp mature Neodryinus larva, and so fastened, the 
whole forming- a suboyate or subreniform roof over just so 
much of the ""hole cocoon as covers the insect within. Of 
what use to the g~nus this extra shelter may be we cannot 
conjecture. It ecrtainly does not make the cocoon less con-
spieuous. as do the fragments from the surface on which it 
lHljJHt<'s that of Paradr.l/illU8, not yet does it keep out the spores 
of fungi to ""hich both genera and some others are very liable. 
All the known hyperparasites attack the larva before th~ 
eocoon is Illade and not afterwards, so tlH''y do not enter into 
the question. 
1'he eocoons of the short· legged genera, with large ovate 
stigma to the front wings are almost certainly under natural 
('onditions subterranean. They nrc of shorter, wider form 
t.itan those of the more highly e"oluted group of genel'a; in 
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fact, often nearly round, and are covered with particles of the 
soil or debris amongst which they are formed, so as to be most 
difficult to detect by sight. 
LARVAL SAC 01" DRYINIDAE. 
The-larval sac of t1l~ Dryinidae is of circular form, the sides. 
being more 01' less cQmpressed according to the species. The 
colour is frequently uniform, but in some species it is more 
or less, or eVen conspicuously, variegated. Towards the point 
of attachment the surface is often nearly smooth and some-
times shining, but externally more or less rugulosely sculptur-
ed. This sculpture is sometimes so w~ll-marked and the pat-
tern so regular, that nnder a strong lens the surface of the 
sac presents a really beautiful appearance. In some sp~cies 
the external rugulose portion bears short, stiff, erect, bristles. 
The larval sac is formed of the skin of the curled up larva 
together wit,h one or more of the adherent skins of its earlier 
~cdyses. After a careful examinations of the sacs of a large 
number of species, it would a.ppear that the full number of 
larval moults is fo.ur (or possibly eVen five) but in some species 
the·number may be reduced. At least in the case of a species 
of Xeodr/lin'1l8 that was most closely investigated the number 
of ecdyses cannot be less than four (including that from larval 
to pupal condition) as is evident from an examination of the 
sac. In this genus the sac is partially removed to form a 
cover for the cocoon when the larva leaves its host. This 
covel' is subovate or reniform and consists of two distinct 
larval skins attachi~d to one another, longitudinally fissured 
at the moults and spread out valve-like, the smaller sur-
rounded by the larger. Each of these skins is pierced by nin/~ 
spiracles of which one (at the one ~nd of the series) i.s indistinct 
in the larger skin. Besides these, one still smaller skin is left 
beneath the wing-lobe of the host and this is also distinctly 
pierc~d by a series of spiracles. It is possible that tihere is yet 
another smaller skin more internally placed, though this was 
not observed. Therefore there are at least four and possibly 
five moults in this species. 
'I'OSITION OF THE I,ARV AL SAC. 
In dl'yinized Homopt~ra there is great diversity in the posi-
tion of the larval sac. TIle position may vary in the case of a 
single species, or in di1ferent species of It genus, or it may b<." 
absolutely constant, and not only in a species, but apparently 
in all the SPecies of a genus. 
In most of the species of Ncochcl0Y!lnlls the larval sac is 
YPlltral, and lips immediately behind the pOE1eriol' coxa; in N. 
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corincc'Us, however, it is placed at the side of the neck. In 
Parnnteon the lanaI sac is placed eithel' dorsally or ventrally 
on any abdominal segments, as many as six or eight on a single 
individual; more rarely it has been found beneath the thorax~ 
at the insertion of the hind coxae 01' on the prothorax laterally 
01' beneath. Tn Pselldogollatoptts the sac is always dorsal or 
dorsolateral on the abdomen and several sacs may be found 
on one Delphadd. In P. stenocrani on the nymph of Stenoera-
111£8 dOJ"salis the fmc stands up erect like a wheel in the middle 
line between the wing-pads, giving it a most extraordinary 
appearance. All the species of Eelzthrodelpha.T, PnradrJjinus,. 
ThatlmatodTJjintts and Neod'/'JjintlS ,have the larval sac placed 
beneath one or otiler wing lobe without variation. In Ettkoe-
belGin, the sacs are abdominal, variously p'laced, often several 
on one host. 
ABNORlIIAL LElSGTH OF TDIE SI'E:-.lT IN l.'HE cocooxs 
Considering the whole number of species of Dryinidae 
known to us the average length of time spent from the period 
of spinning the cocoon fo the emergence of the mature insect, 
would be from two to fise weeks. Consequently as the egg' 
state and the laHal stages are known to be of short duration, 
many generations can be produced in a year. There comes a 
time however when, owing to the absence of the host in a suit-
able stage of development for the parasite that attacks it, or 
for other reasons, the Dryinid itself has to assume a lengthy 
resting period. So far as our observations go, this resting 
stage in the case of the parasite always takes place when 
the larva has spun its cocoon and before pupation. No doubt 
in countries with cold ,,,inters many pass the winter months 
in this stage;alld in warm countries t,his quiescent condition is 
liable to be assumed at any season. During the summer' 
months in Hawaii, occasional lal'Yae of Echtlirodelpha.1! assume· 
this torpidity in the rocoon, remaining in this condition for· 
months, though perfectly healthy; and in some of the winter-
months the number 1hat remain as Im'vae, when others (collect 
ed at the same time and treated in the same manner) emerge 
after the usual period, may amount to not less than 25 per-
cent. There is reason to suppose that not only a lowering of 
temperature, but that dryness even with increased temperat-
ure, may in some cases cause Nlis torpidity. About 2,000 co-
coons of Dryinlls, sent to Hawaii from North America by MI'. 
Koebele, in the early part of November, produced in Honolulu 
two males a few weeks after arrival, and one mall' a month 
after these. The rest remained as torpid and shrunken larvae 
in the cocoon for five months after they had been collected. 
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They were then taken to a cooler and damper locality, and all 
that were not killed by ,hyperparasites produced mature in-
sects of both sexes in a short time. A number of clll'ious 
cases were noticed in Queensland. For example, a larva of a 
Pa'l'odryinlls that spun up on Oct. 1st, was still in the larval 
state, and, as eyidenced by occasional movement, a.live on 
Dec. 12th, though much shrunken. It was then killed and 
preserved. LarYae of this same Paradl'.lJinlls that formed their 
cocoons in numbers on Nov. 22nd, had all emerged as perfect 
insects before Dec. 12th. The cause of the retardation iIi de-
velopment is not clea"l' in this case, but that it may under 
certain conditions be of an adyantage to the species is evident_ 
This would especially be the case in a country subject to long 
. droughts, when yegetation of many kinds is dried up for long 
periods toget,her, during which the hosts of theSe parasites 
must almost cease to exist in a propel' stage of development 
for their attack. It may also be of use ap;ainst the attack of 
hyperparasites, if, as it app.:'lU·S, these haye not the same habit 
of lying dormant, exeept of course during winter in cold 
countries.·X' * ... ... * .* * * 
I , 
DETERMINfl'l'ION OF SUCROSE IN PRESENCE OF 
LA.JiJVULOSE AND DEXTROSE. 
The March number of the Bulletin of the French Sugar 
Chemists Association contains H. & L. Pellet's reply to an arti-
cle of Remy's covering the same ·subject and which appeared 
in the same journal. 
Leaving out the controversial part, the salient points of the 
interesting paper are the following: 
As the result of long studies made of the influence of sub-
. acetatc of lead on reducing bodies the authors have substituted 
for the sub acetate the normal acetate neutralized with acetic 
acid. Sulphurous acid is used for decolorizing the molasses. 
This acid added in very large quantities and in the highest con-
centration obtainable did not affect the sucrose. The solution 
to be polarized before inversion would therefore be strongly 
acid. 
For some time it has been the authors' contention, that all 
liquids should be rendered acid before polarization even in the 
case of a simple polarization of a liquid free from reducing 
sugars. As acid they use aceti-c acid. 
In their first method they polarize before inversion all liquids 
previonsly made strongly acid with sulphurous acid; but later, 
after Zamal'on published his method for decolorizing cane-
molasses by means of Hypochlorite of Lime or Soda, they 
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adopted it because it allows of the polarization of very dark 
products and that without the use of subacetate. They satis-
fied themselves, that the results thus obtained were exactly the 
same as those obtained by the first mentioned method, being at 
the same time much less complicated. 
The authors also made comparisons between the sucrose . 
found by Clerget's and the authors' ·modification of Violette's 
method. The results agreed closely, as did also those of a series 
of similar comparisons made by Tervooren (Archief voor de 
Java Suikerindustrie 1904). 
The authors conclude, that Clerget's principle applied to the 
determination of sucrose yield results of sufficient accuracy if 
all the necessary precautions are taken. Clerget's formula. 
should be determined for each place and each instrument. 
H. 
METHODS FOR THE CA.LCULA.TION OF EXTRACTION. 
ADOPTED BY THE 
HAWAIIAN SUGAR CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION 
NOVEMBER, 1904. 
Amended June, 1905. 
As but few changes were made at the general meeting of 
the Association in 1904, in the methods agreed on in 1903, it 
was not deemed necessary to issue a new edition. 
Correspondence received during tlhis present season shows. 
that the methods chosen were interpreted in many different 
ways, the main difference being in the interpretation of the 
term, "cane." . 
Throughout the calculations given below, as well as those 
given in the methods of Ul03, "eane" must be understood to· 
mean the raW material in the condition in which it enterR' 
the mill. 
BASIS OF CALCLJLA TraN. 
The amount of sucrose coming to the mill in the cane is to· 
be used as the basis of calculation; and this amount is found 
from the weight of the cane and the per cent. sucrose in the 
cane calculated by the following formula: 
Sucrose ~ Normal Juiee (IOO-Fiber tj Cane) 
100 
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NORMAL .m (CE. 
Normal juice is the actual canp. juice, and its composition is 
to be found as follows: 
Density.-The density of the normal juice is found by aver-
aging the density of the juices from the different sets of 
rollers when no water is used for maceration. Such a test 
should be made once a week1 and the factor 
Brix Mixed Juice x 100 
Brix 1st Mill Juice 
used for daily calculations. 
Under "first mill juice" is to be understood the average of 
ilh~ juices expressed before the bagasse enters the second mill. 
Purity.-The purity of the normal juice is found by aver-
aging the purity of trhe mixed juice with that of the residual 
juice in the bagasse: 
Extr.x Purity Mixed Juice+(100-Extr.) Purity Residual Juice 
100 
The purity of the residual juice should be determined in one 
sample of bagasse each day. 
Sucrose: Brix Normal Juice x.Purity Normal Juice 
100 
CANE. 
Fiber.-·Wherever the term fiber appears, it stands for the 
total insoluble solids. 
In determining the fiber in the cane, the amount of field· 
trash weighed with the cane should be determined once a 
day on one average cat'; the amount of fiber determined, and· 
this aded pro rata, to th~ amount of fiber found in the sam-
ple of clean cane. 
Sucrose: The Sucrose % cane is found according to the for 
mula: 
Sucrose % Normal .Juice (100-Fiber % Cane) 
100 
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BAGASSE . 
. Sucrose: determined by aqueous diffusion 
Sucrose % Bagasse x 100 
Soluble Solids: 
Purity of Residual Juice 
Moisture: found by drying to constant weight at 1000 C. 
Fiber: found indirectly according to the formula: 
100-(:.M:oisture + Soluble Solids) 
EXTRACTION. 
The term Extraction is used to indicate that percentage of 
the sucrose in the cane, which is obtained in the mixed juice, 
expressed by the formula: 
Sucrose % Mixed .Juice x Ibs. Mixed Juice 
Sucrose % Cane x lbs. Cane. 
Where accurate weights are not available the extraction 
may be calculated according to the following formulae: 
Bagasse % Cane 
Fiber rJ Cane x 100 
Fiber % Bagasse 
Bagasse % Cane x Sucr. % Bagasse 
Sucr. in Bag. % Cane=-------------
100 
Extraction % Cane = Sucr. % Cane-Sucr. in Bagasse % Cane 
Extraction % Calle '-( 100 
Extraction ,'" Sucr. in Cane = -.----
Sucr. % Cane 
EXAMPLE. 
Available 9.ata:-
1st Mill juice= Brix.. . ... . .................. 20.00 
Mixed juice = Brix ............................... 17.00 
Sucrose % .......................... 15.30 
Purity.. ........ . .................. 90.0 
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Residual juice=-= Purity. . . . .. .. . .................... 75 
Extraction = Approximately .... . ................ 93 
Cane ' = Fiber % •..•••••...•••...•••••.•••••• 12.5 
Bagasse 6 = Sucrose % .......................... , 4.30 
Moisture % ••.•••••.•••.••••.•......• 45.0 
Brix Mixed Juice 
Coefficient = --- ........... 99.0 
Normal Juice: 
Brix 
Purity -
Brix 1st Mill Juice 
20.00 x 99.0 
100 
(93 x 90)+ (7 x 75) 
100 
11),80 x 88.95 
Su~rose % = 
100 
17.61 x (100--12.5) 
Cane: Sucrose % =--
100 
Bagasse: 
4.30 x 100 
Soluble Solids % = 
Fiber % 
% Cane 
75 
= 100 -- (45.0 + 5.73) = 
12.5 x 100 
49.27 
25.37 x 4.30 
Sucrose in Bagasse % Cane= -----
100 
Extt'adion ~{Cane: 15.41 -- 1.09 = 
14.32 x 100 
Extraction '/ RtH"I'ose in Cane = ------
15.41 
19.80 
88.95 
17.61 
15.41 
5.73 
49.27 
25.37 
1.09 
14.:32 
92.03 
ERNEST E. HARTMANN, President. 
EDMUND C. SHOREY, Sec.-Treas. 
Honolulu, .June 19, 1905. 
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REYIEW 0]11. THE INSECT PESTS AFFECTING THE 
. 
SUGAR-CANE. 
By H. A. BALLOU, B. So., 
Entomologist) on the Staff of the Imperial Department of 
Agriculture. 
At the previous Conferences there have been presented 
papers on this subject, which, together with such other infor-
mation as has come to hand from time to time, have appeared 
in the publications of the Imperial Department of Agricul-
ture. This paper is intended to furnish a concise summary 
of what has been published, together with an account of a 
borer in canes (Castnia liells) which has recently appeared in 
British Guiana_ 
1'HE ~IO'.rH BORER. 
(D'iatraea saeeharalis.) 
Life-histo}"y.-The egg is laid on the leaf; the larva lives 
about ten days in the outer leaf-sheath and then bores into the 
heart of th~ plant which, later, withers and dies. These 
withered shoots are known as dead hearts and are an indica-
tion of the presence of the larvae in a stool of canes. The 
larvae in a shoot m~y become well developed before the shoot 
withers; they also penetrate the stem of the cane, and may 
go fI'om on shoot to another in the same stool. The larval 
life lasts from thirt;y to thirty-five days. 
The pupa is formed in the tunnel made by the larva, near 
the surface of the cane, protected by a slight web across the 
mouth of the tunnel. The pupal period lasts about six days. 
The imago has a short existence, living but a few day~. It is 
not a strong flyer, and remains inactive by day, flying at night. 
Th';' female lays fI'om 100 to HOO eggs. 
DC8criptioll.-The ep;p; is fiattpned, oval, slightly convex, 
upp<'r surfacp finely I'eticulatp. The eggs are laid in clusters 
averap;ing about nineteen to a cluster, the range being from 
foul' to fifty·seven, usually between ten and thirty. ,Vhen 
first laid nlPY arp Iip;ht·yeIlow, becoming orange·brown later, 
and just before hatching tht' c('ntres become vel'.'· dark. The 
Pgg is about 1 llllll. (1·25 inch) in length. 
'rl\l' lana is about 2 mIll. (1-12 inch) in length when first 
hatched, of a light-orange color, with numerous short, black 
hairR. The matm'e larva is about 1~ inches ill length, the head 
is dm'k-brown or blaek, with a. V-shaped mark lighter than 
the I'est of the head. 'Dhe pronotum is dark-brown 01' black. 
'I'he rpmainder of the bod;y whitish with stigmata black, and 
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with a few dark hairs scattered over the wdy. The head and 
pronotum are hard, the remainder of the body' being soft. 
The pupa is naked, shiny brown, i to ! inch in length, with 
short spines and callosities on abdominal segments. 
The imago or moth is of a dull straw color on upper sur-
face of fore wings, with a few, dark spots; the hind wings ar~ 
whitish, under surface of wings uniformly light, the body 
brownish. The expanse of wings is 1-8- to 1~· inches, length of 
body .g. to ~ inch. 
Parasites.-The eggs are attacked by a small hymenopterous 
parasite (Trichogramma preUosa), and the larvae are sometimes 
attacked by a fungus (Cordyceps barberi). . . 
Injttry to Canes.-The moth borer injures the cane in several 
ways: by killing the young shoots; by eating out the sugar-
containing portion of the stem; and by affording easy access 
to fungoid diseases, especially the rind disease (T1'ichosphoeria 
sacchari). 
Pl'evention.-Canes that show borer holes should not be 
planted, nor should such canes be sent from one estate or from 
one colony to another. 
Remedies.-Cutting out the dead hearts seems to be the 
most generally practiced of aIll remedial measures. These 
should be cut as low as possible to ensure getting below the 
larvae. The dead hearts arc burned or fed to stock. and the 
larvae are thus destroyed. The collecting of eggs has been 
practiced but does not seem to be generally carried out in the 
vVest Indies. Care should be taken to distinguish those eggs 
containing parasites: parasitized eggs should not be burned 
with the others, but should be kept to give the parasites an 
opportunity of emerging. 
HAltD BACK. 
(Ligyrlls tnmuloslts.) 
This is the common black hard back, the larya of which is 
a white grub liying in the ground feeding on vegetable mat-
ter. There seems to be no evidence that this is a serious pest 
to sugar-cane, but a closely related species. Lig!Jl'/(s I"lIgiceps, 
is a pest of canes in Louisiana, and the 'Vest Indian form may 
do lllore harlll than has been l'ealized. 
'l'Ug Wl,EVIL BORER. 
(8 pllcllopllOrlls sericeus.) 
Life·histor!J.-The eggs are Ia.id singly, embedded in the 
cane to a depth of tf inch. The egg hatches in four days. and 
the lar·ya or grub eats its way into the cane, forming' a small 
tunnel which incl'pases in sir,p aR the Ial'va grows larger. The 
lanaI period 01' gl'ub stage lasts about seven weeks. Durillg 
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this period the larva destroys most of the interior of a joint 
of cane. The pupa is formed in the tunnel made by the larva 
and is covered with a large, rough cocoon made of the fibres. 
of the cane. The pupal period lasts about ten days, and at 
the end of that time the adult beetle emerges from one end 
of the cocoon. The beetle is active, flying about at night. 
'l'he female, after mating, begins egg-laying which continues. 
for some time. The beetles may be kept alive several wee~s. 
Description.-'JJhe egg is oval, about 1-15 inch in length, and 
is nearly transparent. 
'l'he larva is a small, white grub when first hatched. It has 
no legs but has a hump near the hindi end of the body by 
means of which it pushes itself along the tunnel. When full-
grown the larva; is about i--~ inch in length and i inch in 
thickness at the swollen part of the hind body. 
The pupa is soft, whitish, enclosed in a rough cocoon of 
coarse fibres in the rotten cane where the larva has lived. 
The adult beetle is reddish-brown with black markings. 
There are three longitudinal black marks on the thorax, and 
the wing covers are edged with black, and on each wing covel' 
there is a black line and black spot. The front of the head is 
produced to form a stout beak 0'1' snout. The length is about 
;} inch, the width about 3-16 inch. 
Injury to Canes.-The damage caused by this insect consists 
in the destruction of canes growing in the field, injury to 
young canes springing from cane plants, and possible injury 
to young canes springing from cane stumps. 
Remedies a1Ul Prevention.-Destroy all infested canes, covel' 
'cut ends of cane plants, cane tops, and ratoon stumps with 
mould as soon as possible, or plant so that no ends shall be 
left exposed above ground, and destroy all stumps not intend-
ed for ratooning as soon as possible after canes are cut. Tar-
ring the ends of cane plants, as recommended for preventing 
fungoid attack, would probably be useful. 
THE nOOT' BOHER. 
(Diaprepcs abbredatus.) 
Lifc-histor!J.-Eggs are laid in clusters ranging in numbel' 
from eight to 130 on upper side of leaf, not necessarily that- of 
a. food plant. \Yhen first laid, the eggs are white; later they 
become tinged with yellowish-brown. The eggs hatch in _ten 
days. '1'he newly hatched larva is about 1-18 inch in length, 
pale yellowish-brown in color. There are no legs, and the 
body is not swollen to forlll a hump like that seen in the larva 
of the weevil borer. The larvae 01' gl'Ubs fall to the ground 
and hul'I'oVl' beneath the sllI'fac('. They begin f<-'eding almost 
immediately on the l'oot!; of plants. They attack the canes first 
at the soft ends of the adventitious roots, the root stock being 
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attacked later. The larva enters the cane about 9 to 11 inches 
below the surface of the ground, works its way upward several 
inches, then turns and descends and enters another cane. 
"'One grub is often responsible for the death of a whole stool 
:of canes:" 
The larml pel'iod extends over 300 to 312 days, and the 
mature larva measures l1- to 1 inch in iength, and 5·16 to % 
inch ill diameter. 
The pupa is formed in the ground where it is enclosed in 
:an earthen cell, G or 8 inches below the surface or in the cane, 
in which case it is enclosed in a cocoon similar to, but rougher 
than, that of the weevil borer, or in a nest of decaying leaves. 
"rhe pupal pel'iod is about fifteen days. 
The imago or adult beetle is at first soft and bl'ownish· 
-white. In two or three days it becomes hard and assumes its 
.characteristic colors. The thorax is brownish with fine white 
pubescence, which gives a spotted appearance, wing covers 
greenish white with longitudinal brownish or bronze stripes; 
head brownish with stout snout or beak, the legs brownish, 
femora somewhat swollen. 
The length of life of the adult is about twenty days, during 
which time mating and egg·layingoccur. The female lays 
.about 240 to 270 eggs, 
Foo(l Plants.-This insect is probably a very general feeder. 
It is known to feed on sugar-cane, sweet potato, guinea corn, 
imphee, and ground nut, and has been found eating the IW)ts 
of eacao h'ees in St, Lueia, (See Agricultural News, VoL III. 
p, 264.) 
Remedies.-Sweet potatoes and imphee should not follow 
('anes in field eulture, nor should these be followed b~' eanes, A 
erop not attacked by the root borer would be advisable, or no 
(~rop, with the remoyalof the cane stumps, The lal'Yae of the 
root borpr ean live only 'about fifteen days without food, and to 
df'})riw tllPm of food :will be ~J;eatly to' reduee their numbers, 
The following plants do not seem to be atta{'ked by the root 
borer: 0('111'0, {'assava, yallls, and eddoes. wooll~' pyrol, pigeon 
peas bouavist, J'onueinll pea, heau. 
(Drl pli (/;r sarell (II' i I~ora ,) 
This small imwd. a]jhou~h at oue time lwliewd to be n very 
~eyere pest, is not now ('onsidered as snell, though generally 
present in SllHlll numlwrs ('neh year. It appears to be well 
eontrollpd hy the lady-bit'd lwptles ((!occillcl7id((c) :111(1 thp la('p 
wing (Gli I'!lSOP(( S]I.) ('x('(,pj· for oc('asion:! 1 ontbl'pa ks on small 
:II'paS, 'I'h(' pJ'PS(,JH'l' of Drlplia:r is genpl'ally indic-:!t('d by 
hh',l'k lJli~h1. 
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SCALE INSECTS. 
'l'hree species of scale in~ects are known to attack canes in 
the 'Vest Indies, viz., !Jactylopius sacchclri, Dactylopitls calceo· 
Za)'iac, and A.sphliotlts sacclwri. 
These species of Dactylopilts are "mealy bugs," soft-bodied 
inseds covered with mealy wax. They attack the stems and 
are proteeted by the leaf-sheaths. Aspidiottls sacchari is a 
small, rounded, straw-colored scale insect. 'rhese insects do 
but little harm, probably, and in the time ordinarily required 
fOl' the growth of the crop would not become very numerous. 
No treatment is practicable except the exercise of great care 
not to plant infested eanes. 
THE SHOT BOREIt. 
(Xyleborlls perforans.) 
rrhis is a small, brownish beetle about 1-10 inch in length. 
The gl'eatest injUl'y to canes from the boring of this insect is 
that the holes in the hard rind of the cane furnish an easy 
entrance for fungoid diseases such as the rind disease. As 
the spedes of X;ljleborus l'eadily attack dead and dying plants 
and multiply in them rapidly, the prompt destruction of dead 
and dying- canes will have the effect of reducing the number 
of shot borer and checking its de,-elopment and spread. The 
shot borer has not been prevalent in the West Indies for the 
past two years .. 
'l'IU] LARGER ~IO'l'H BORER. 
(Castnia licllS, Drury.) 
Thig inse(·t was first reported to the Imperial Department 
of Agrkultlll"e in October, 1!)()4 from plantation Enmore, 
British ({uiana, where it was tllPn (·ausing serious injury to 
the C'lmes. 
:;\11'. Bethune, manager at Enmol'P, sent specimens of the 
lanaI and adult forms of the inspd as well as pieces of cane 
and a stool nf ('ane' stumps showing the damage done, accom-
panied by statplllPuts as to its destrudiveness. The Executive 
~('('I'pta)'y of the British <iuiana Board of Agriculture for-
waJ'dpd a r('llol't hy )fI'. 'Yard, _\~I'j('ultural Instruetor, and 
flll'thpr sjH'('illlPns :H'('oIll}Hlllied thiR report. 
From S\1(']\ ('OlTPSpOlHlen{'(' and rppol'ts, and the sppeimem; 
and matprial )'('('pived, this p:l]lPr has been lll'ppared, the 
'tVl'itel' h:lving- had no opportunity of studying the insect in 
the field. 
• rrllP e~g is about 4 mill. (t iIwh) in length and 1 mm. (1-25 
il1('h) ill width, spindlp sh,l}wd, tallPring- to a point at (,jOWl' 
('lid, with fhe prol\linpnt longitudinal ribs from (,lid to end. 
1'he ('0101' I'Hnges frol\l a Iight-~ray (nearly white) jo a dark-
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gray. Eggs laid in captivity hatch in three or foul' days. Eggs. 
have not been found in the field, and it is not known where-
they are laid. In captivity the eggs are laid singly and un-
attached. 
The newly hatched larva (in captivity) is large in compari-
son with the size of the egg. Full-grown larvae a:re about 21 
inches long and:! inch in diameter. 'l'he head is large, reddish-
brown in color, with large powerful mandibles, with which it 
eats its way through the canes. The mandibles are shiny. 
black. The segments of the thorax are the largest, thus giv-
ing the body its greatest size just behind the head. The abo 
dominal segments are nearly uniform in size decreasing 
hl"J.'aduaUy posteriOl'ly, the. last one being the smallest. 
'rhe thoracic legs are small, brownish, situated on the large· 
fleshy swellings of the three segments of the thorax. The 
abdominal legs are soft protuberances on the third, fourth, 
fifth, sixth, and last abdominal segments. All the body :seg· 
ments are swollen and prominent. The color of the larva is. 
whitish; the spiracles are very prominent, being large, and 
brown in color. 'l'here are a few pale hairs most plainly seen 
on the head, on the last abdominal segment, and on each seg-
ment below the line of the spiracles, 'fhe skin is shiny and 
slightly transparent. 
On the dorsal surface of each of the second and third 
thoracic and the first seven abdominal segments, there is a 
small area set with short, brown spines 01' callosities, which 
serve to assist the larva in travelling along the tunnel in the-
cane. 
The pupa is formed either in the canes at the base of the 
stool 01' in the ground near the canes. The pupa is brown in 
color about 11 inches in length. The wing pads, antennae~ 
and proboscis are very plainly visible. On the dorsal area of 
cHeh of the abdominal segments, except the last, are spines. 
and thickened processes. On the first six segments there are 
two rows and on the seventh and eighth there is one row 
across the' segment. 'rhese spines are short, sharp and direct-
ell backward, and assist the pupa in wriggling its way either 
through the tunnel in the cane toward the top of the stump 
or through the ground toward the surface when the adult or 
imago is about to emerge. The pupa is sometimes enclosed in 
a rough coc-oon fOl'med of the fibres of the cane and some-
times in an em-thern cell. (I have not seen a cocoon and only 
one pupa-that one, an imperfect one.) 
The imago has a. R]ll'ead of wings of 3 to 3~1 inches. The 
uody is l± to 1;~ inches long. The color is dal'k, brownish-
gJ'ay, lighter beneath. 
The fOl'e wing- is (')'osspd on the upper surface by a. broad 
white band just witllill the middle: outside this and neal'ly 
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parallel with it a short white band extends from the front 
margin about half-way across. These white bands are seen 
on the under side of the fore wing "also. Along the outer mar-
gin is a row of small, light spots which are not conspicuous. 
The hind wing has a white band on the upp"er surface run-
ning across it near the middle. This is interrupted, near the 
front margin, making two distinct spots, behind which the 
band gradually increases in WIdth until near the hind margin, 
whel'e it is at its widest. A corresponding white band is seen 
on the under surface of the hind wing, but it is narrower, 
and the two spots near its beginning are less distinctly sepa-
rated. Along the outer margin of the hind wing above are 
six spots of pale orange, the first three smaller and less dis-
tinct than the last thl'ee. 
The head is large, with large, pl'ominent eyes of a dark, 
velvety·brown color. The antenp.ae are slender, swollen to-
ward the end, tipped with a small, slightly curved point, dark-
brown in color, lighter at the tip. The proboscis is slender, 
light-brown In color, about t inch in length, coiled under the 
head when not extended f.or feeding, etc. 
The body is robust, clothed with coarse scales which are 
long and hair-like at the anal end. Color, similar to the wings, 
dark-brown above, paler below. 
H abits.-The eggs are laid (in captivity) singly and not at-
taehed. It is not known where they are deposited in the field, 
but it is snggested that they may be laid in the axils of the 
It'aves, "or in the ground at the base of the plant. 
The larva enters the cane at the base of the plant and tun-
nels upwards about" 2 feet and then turns and goes back 
through the same tunnel and bores its way into· the under-
ground part of the plant. Canes have been found in which' 
the larvae evidently entered high up on the plant and worked 
tbeir way downward, but such exceptions are rare. 
It iR not known how long a time is required for the growth 
of the larm from the hatching of the egg to the forming of 
the pupa. Only one larva has been found in a cane, and it is 
likely that one Inrv:l attacks more than one cane, perhaps all 
the emu's in a stool, as in some eases the underground stems 
are all tunnelled through, so that all the tunnels in the stemR 
of a stool are connected. In some cases, too, the underground 
stems are eatC'll through at the sides, so that the tunnels con-
llcct with the soil around the plant. It is not known whether 
the lana tunnels underground from one stool of canes to an-
other, but it seems likely. Larvae in captivity in the labora-
tory of tIl(> Imperial Department of Agl'iculture tunnC'l1ed 
through and through the soil in a glass dish in which they 
w(,I'e l;:(.pt. TIl(> soil was G inehes deep and the larvae went to 
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the bottom of the dish, and the tunnels penetrated in all direc· 
tions through the soil. 
'fhe duration of the pupal stage is not known, nor is it 
known whether the adult feeds at all after emerging from 
the pupa. The adult or imago is a day-flying moth, greatly 
resembling' a butterfly in its general appearance. 
The damage to the canes is of two kinds. The larva eats 
out a large amount of the sugar-containing portion ·of the cane, 
and so thoroughly tunnels the stumps and underground por-
tions that it is impossible to get mtoons from them. 
Occltrrencc.-'fhe larger moth borer has been known at plan-
tation Enmore for the past three years, but has not occurred 
in seriously large numbers until the present season (1904). 
The moths have been most abundant in January and Febru-
ary in previous years, and a few have been seen in Mayor 
June, following a mid-year cutting of canes. 
As the specimens received from British Guiana appeared 
to be identical with some large caterpillars received some 
years ago from Marienburg estate in Surinam, a letter of in-
quiry was sent to Dr. C. J. van Hall, Director of Agriculture 
for the Dutch \Yest Indies, asking for particulars as to the 
outbreak in Surinam. Dr. van Hall wrote that the description 
of the pest corresponded with a pest of canes known at Mari-
enburg some fiye or six years lll'eviously. "The pest appeared 
suddenly and assumed a dangerous character, but very soon 
the borers disappeared and so far as we know, they have not 
been seen here any more." Early in 1903 a large lepidopterous 
inset! was sent to the Head Office from Trinidad, which was 
said to be a borer in bananas. 'fhe specimen was very badly 
injured and was Ilot identified, but it is beliewd to be the 
SaIll(> as the one under discussio~. 
RClllulics.-SeYeral remedies have been sllg-p;ested, but only 
two han' been tI'ied. 'I'hese are (1) ("atching the adult, while 
flying, with nets, and (2) plugging the bOl'er holes in the top 
of the ("ant> stumps with day to lll'pvpnt the emel'genee of the 
adult .. By the fil'st of these llwthods large numbers of the 
moths WCI'e ('aught by eoolie children at plantation En1110l'e. 
'I'lle fW('olld SPPlllS not to be very eindent, as the elay C I'll 111 bles 
in the sun and opportunity is thus provided fol' the escape of 
the lllothR. Cal'bon bislIlphide is not available in British 
Guiana, 01' it might bp pORsible to make lIse of this ,aluable 
insedi(~id('. 'l'll(> moths ha\'p not been obs('l'yed to feed on any 
flowPl's, nOl' "'ill they fped on sweets proyided them in cap. 
tivity. If nIPY WPl'e aHraded to any food, IISP might be made 
of poisOIwd baits. 
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BA.CTEIUA FOIl FERTILIZER. 
A Method of utilizing Microscopic Organisms for Increasing 
the Quantity of Nitrogen in the Soil. 
A great deal of interest was aroused a sho'rt time ago by 
the announcement that Dr. GeorgeT. Moore, of the Depa~'t­
mf:'nt of Agriculture, has succeeded in develop~ng a form of 
culture in which nib-ogen·producing bacteria, could be readily 
transported in such a way as to' make them available for use 
in stimulating' the growth of certain legumes. 
A few years ago the discovery was made that the nodules 
found on the roots of certain legumes were in reality collec-
tions of baetel'ia which were engaged in converting nitrogen, 
drawn from the atmosphere, thl'ough the plants fl'om an inso-
luble to a soluble form. Since that time, a number of scien-
tists have been engaged .in developing some system by which 
the growth of these nodules could be stimulated so that these 
organisms would accomplish a large amount of work now 
possible only by the use of chemical salts containing soluble 
nitrogen. Professor Nobbe, a German, demonstrated that by 
putting some of these nodules into the soi!, he could artifici-
ally inoculate and thus develop tubercles on legumes where 
it was impossible to grow them without inoculation. Profes· 
SOl' Nobbe, how eyer, was not able to develop a satisfactory 
culture for these organisms, and his experiments were there-
fore only partially sucessful. 
'fhe main feature of Dr. Moore's discovery consists in the 
development of the idea that bacteria grown upon nitrogen-
free media will retain their actiYity for 11 long time if carefully 
dried out and then reviyed in a liquid medium later. Dr. 
Moore dis('overed that by dipping bits of ('otton in tilL' culture 
whit'h he had developed, he eould secure Inl'ge colonies of 
bacteria whkh ('ould be easily transported Oyel' very long 
distances. 
A pateilt was secured of the proeess in Marcb, HW4, but was 
deeded in trust to the Department of Agriculture for Ameri-
('an Farmers. The Department of Agriculture has since that 
time been supplying colonies of these bacteria, free of cbarge, 
to the limited number of American farmers whom its facilities 
make it possible for it to sene. At the same time, the De-
partment has given certain reputable private companies every 
opportunity to learn the nwthod of producing these bacteria 
and th('se eompanies are now serving the gent'ral pUblie. 
'fhp e\l1tu!'e, in the forl11 in which it is sent out, consists 
of small paekages of dried cotton wrappl'd in tinfoil and num-
bered. Thpse padi:ages are aceompanipd' by ('oIllplptp diree· 
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tions and, if purchased from a reputable house and utilized 
according to the directions, ought to produce favorable re-
sults. 
As a ,result of the marvelous stories which have been told 
concerning this product, misconceptions have arisen concern-
ing the scope of the work of which the bacteria are capable 
an'd the character of the crops to which it can be applied. 
The Department of Agriculture has attempted to keep a rec-
ord of the results obtained of the cultures which it sends 
out. Up to the middle of November last the Department had 
received reports from about 2,500 experiments and of these 
about 1,300 reported a definite increase in crop, 575 reported 
failure owing to bad season, poor seed and various,' other 
eauses, and about 300 reported that there was no appreciable 
increase in the crop owing to the fact that organisms were 
already present in the soil. The total percentage of failures 
out of all reports received was 26. 
The experiments, up to the present time, indicate that the 
bacteria have no material effect on any except leguminous 
plants and, furthermore, that the culture must be prepared 
for each individual species of legumes, that is to say, the cul-
ture which will produce nodules on alfalfa will not necessarily 
have full effect on soy beans, and the culture prepared for 
soy beans must be varied somewhat to make it successful with 
cow peas or red clover or any other form of legume. 
Results obtained by the use of the baetel'ia under favorable 
circumstances have been truly remarkable and there is every 
indication that, when the culture is good and when it is in-
telligently used under favorable circumstances, this new form 
of stimulant for plant growth will prove a very valuable and 
inexpensive substitute for chemical fertilizers.-Commercial 
America. 
INFESTIGATIONS AT THE LOUISIilNA SUGA.R 'EX-
PERIJIEN'l' STATION LABORATQRY FOR 190". 
A paper by Prof. C. A. Browne, Jr., read before the Louisiana 
Sugar Planters' Association, April 13, 1905. 
EXPERIMENTS WITH FEEDING MATERIALS. 
Co-operative experiments have been carried out during the 
past year by the Experiment Stations with a large feed manu-
facturer relative to the improvement of rice bran as a cattle 
feed. Rice bran has a very high feeding value, when free from 
hulls, but our investigations show that the large amount of oil 
present causes this otherwise excellent food stuff to become 
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.rapidly rancid and unpalatable to cattle, and by its laxative 
.action also produces a very loose condition of the bowels. By 
removing most of the oil these evil effects are done away 
with, and the keeping qualities of the bran much improved. 
A large factory has recently been erected at Crowley for the 
improvement of rice feeds along this line, and gives promise 
of becoming an industry of considerable importance. 
In addition to the work upon the rice feeds, the compositiop. 
of the various feeding stuffs which contain molasses, has been 
investigated. A partial report upon this subject was made 
at a Farmers' Institute held last year at Reser1e; many other 
commercial feeds belonging to this class have been examined 
since then and a tabulation of a few representative analyses 
may: not be out of place. In the work of analysis I was as-
sisted by Mr. Verret. 
A few words of comment are necessary regarding some of 
the above feeds. The commercial mixtures ~~::::taining blood 
and molasses, many combinations of which are prepared in 
European countries, offer a supply of very digestible protein, 
but have the objection in a warm climate of sometimes under-
going rapid decomposition. A large sack of such a feed ex-
amined at the station laboratory was found to have ferment-
ed to such an extent that the material wail almost putrid. 
Practical feeding tests were of course out of the question. 
Molasses has an antiseptic action when mixed with blood and 
the activity of the bacteria which cause putrefaction is largely 
-suspended, provided that the feed is properly dried and that 
the amount of blood used is not excessive. Manufacturers 
desiring to prepare blood-molasses mixtures for tropical and 
-semi-tropical ·climates should bear these facts in mind and re-
duce the percentage of blood below the danger limit. 
Some criticism is necessary regarding the material used as 
an absorptive agent for the molasses in the case of several 
of the feeds examined. In a number of instances the very 
poorest quality of miller's waste was used, as was shown by 
the presence of the seeds of many noxious weeds. Prof. 
Dodson, who made an examination of these, detected such 
pests as smart weed, dock, cockle, and others too numerous 
to mention. The materials thus employed came from the flour-
ing mills of the North and the importation of such trash offers 
a most ready means of scattering and disseminating weeds. 
Among other filling materials of poor quality may be mention-
-ed mill sweepings, corn cob waste from pipe factories, and 
ground up rice hulls, (star hran) ; the latter product has abso-
lutely no feeding value and evidence is at hand showing that it 
Qften causes injury to animals. Unscrupulous manufacturers 
make use of molasses in preparing feeds not so much for its 
food value, as for the reason that molasses serves to conceal 
Blood 
Cereal, 
Molasses. 
Moisture ............ ................. 15.38 
Fat. ............ ...................... 1.11 
Ash ............. ..................... 9.52 
Fiber ............. ................... 12.98 
Protein .............. ................. 16.13 
Sugars ........... .................... 15.01 
Other carbohydrates, etc ................ 29.87 
100.00 
Corn, Oats, 
C. S. Meal, 
Molasses. 
11.90 
3.15 
6.27 
14.30 
12.75 
21.65 
29.98 
100.00 
Corn, 
Oats, etc., 
Molasses. 
12.23 
2.30 
7.79 
12.78 
6.41 
19.43 
39.06 
'100.00 
>-3 
.c:xtractec1 Molascuite tJ:: t,:::j 
Rice Bran, Bagasse 
"'d Molasses. Molasses. t'i 
8.40 13.98 > Z 0.83 0.90 >-3 
9.70 5.11 t"J 
13.00 5.64 ~ U1 
14.00 1.94 
5.50 55.94 ~ 
,±8.57 16.49 0 Z 
>-3 
100.VO 100.00 tJ:: 
t'i 
;1 
,....., 
~ 
0 
:-' 
~ 
~ 
I-i 
<1 
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almost every sort of low grade product that may be used as a 
filler. ' 
One of the very best inaterials that can be used as an ab-
sorptive agent for molasses is bagasse, and an analysis is given 
in the previous table of a sample of "molascuit" which con· 
sists of about 20 per cent. of the pithy part of bagasse and 80 
per cent. molasses. '1'he rind of the cane is not so well adapted 
as the pith for mixing, since it has only one-sixth the ab-
sorptive power of the pith, and is besides much harder to 
digest. 
Louisiana manufacturers could greatly improve upon "mo-
lascuit," which is deficient in protein, by making' an addition 
of cotton seed meal to the bagasse and molasses. The manu-
facture of such feed should recommend itself. as a paying en-
terprise, as it offers a ready and profitable means for the dis-
posal of our by-products. 
THE COMPOSITION OF LOUISIANA MOLASSES FROM DIFFER· 
ENT SUGAR. HOUSES. 
Before leaving the subject of molasses, it might be well to 
mention some investigations that have been conducted during' 
the past year upon the chemical nature of molasses from vari-
ous sugar houses in the State; our purpose having been to see· 
to what extent the composition of our molasses is affected by 
the difference in the process of manufacture. A few of the 
results are given below, the analytical part of this work hav--
iug beeu largely performed by Mr. Halligan: (See Table II 
below.) 
Samples 3 and 4 represented final third molasses and it will 
he observed that the lowest purity recorded is about 35. This 
is a very good exhaustion fo), a molasses, though reports are 
frequently cireulated of purities being reduced to 20. 01' unde!"_ 
Such reports may result from a fermentation or illYl'l'sion of' 
the sucrose in the molasses, but are usua lIy the cons('(lupnce 
of a faulty method of calculation. Very frequentl," thr. Erix 
of the molasses by donble or triple dilntion is taken instead of' 
the total solids and the direct I'eading in the pol;lI'iscope in-
stead of the sucl'ose hy Clerget; s11ch 11 pl'ocedm'p will nrces-' 
sarily redncc the pnrity below its trne valne. In sample :~ fOl> 
example, the Bl'ix hy donble. dilution was 85.28 and the polari-
zation 16.00; using these valurs we obtnin a pm'it;, of 18.77 
which is over 16 points below the actnal {ig-nre. 
A study of the results in table II shows that the process of 
manufacture has much to do with the differences in composi-
tion. The open kettle molasses being: less exhausted than the 
other g'mdes, has natura lly more sucrose and lrss impurities 
snch as gums, acids, ash, amids, etc. The diffusion molasses, 
on the other hand, has a larger percentage of impurities owing: 
'fABLE It-ANALYSIS OF MOLASSES. 
Sucrose .LIouble PoL ................... . 
Dextrose ............ . ............... . 
Levulose ............................. . 
Albuminoids ......... . ................ . 
Amids ............................... . 
Free Acids ............................ . 
Combined Acids ....................... . 
Gums ................................. . 
Lime (CaO) .......................... . 
Ph os .. Acid (P2 05) .................... . 
Sulph. Acid (S03) .................... . 
Other Ash Constituents ................ . 
1 
Open 
Kettle 
50.83 
8.30 
5.08 
0.11 
0.58 
0.73 
2.17 
0.57 
0.19 
0.33 
0.19 
2.82 
Total .............. ............... 71.90 
Total Solids ........................... 72.14 
Coefficient of Purity .................... 70.46 
2 
Diffusion 
Com. Cent. 
34.83 
9.72 
13.68 
0.50 
2.50 
2.35 
2.14 
2.47 
0.73 
0.84 
1.00 
8.81 
79.57 
78.57 
44.33 
3 
Mill 
Com. Cent. 
26.89 
14.27 
15.58 
0.39 
2.49 
1.74 
4.76 
3.16 
1.43 
0.19 
1.55 
5.96 
78.41 
76.94 
34.95 
4 
Mill Com. 
Centrif. 
31.2 ... 
12.53 
15.00 
0.3.l 
1.38 
2.01 
3.16 
2.41 
0.74 
0.84 
1.27 
7.70 
78.60 
79.98 
39.07 
i0 
00 
o 
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to the g-reater extraction of these ingredients from the bagasse. 
The effect of liming upon the different samples IS very pro-
nounced, those which have received the heaviest treatment 
being the highest in gums and combined acids.' A 
large part of those compounds which we designate as gums and 
acids in molasses do not come from the cane, but are the result 
of the action of lime upon the glucose of the juice. 
In addition to liming and sulphuring, many planters sup-
plement their clarification by a treatment with phosphoric 
acid; This procedure influences the composition of the mo-
lasses to a marked degree. A part of the lime is removed as 
insoluble phosphate, and the percentage of phosphoric acid in 
solution usually increased. The phosphoric. acid occurring 
naturally in cane molasses in Louisiana is never greater than 
0.25 per cent. and when this limit is exceeded we have a cer-
tain indication that phosphoric acid in some form has been 
used in the process of clarification. In some cases a dilute 
solution of phosphoric acid is used for washing the sugar in 
the centrifugals and this has been known to injure the appear-
ance of high grade molasses by rendering it turbid through 
precipitation of lime phosphate. 
TI-IE SOLIDS NOT SUGAR IN CANE MOLASSES. 
In connection with the foregoing investigations, a large 
amount of work has been done towards identifying the organic 
substances not sugar, which occur in our cane molasses. The 
number of these substances is legion, almost, and'the difficulties 
in the analytical work are so great that progress in this di-
rection has been somewhat slow. The organic bodies not sugar 
in molasses are made up largely of gums, nitrogenous com-
pounds, acids, and caramel-like substances. 
The different gums which we have identified may be divided 
into three classes. 1. Those derived naturally from the cane, 
such as xylan, araban and galactan. 2. Those resulting from 
fermentation changes in the juice, syrup or molasses, such as 
dextran, manlUm, and cellulan. 3. Those produced by the 
action of the clarifying agents during the process of manu-
facture. This third class of gums embraces a number of dextri-
noid bodies which seem to be largely the result of liming upon 
the glucose of the juice. Their exact chemical nature is hard 
to define, for I have been unable thus far to isolate them in a 
pure condition. Some of them are of an acid nature (melassic 
and Saccharic acids) and would therefore strictly come under 
the group of acids. 
The, nitrogenous compounds make np another important 
family of substances. The following table witi slww the distri-
bution of the N among the various constituents in a sample of 
normal cane molasses. In the analytical 11>; I't of this wI)rk I 
was greatly aided by Mr. Hardin: 
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TABLE III. 
Nitrogen in Albuminoids (Peptones) .... " ... 0.0153 per cent. 
Nitrogen in Ammoniacal form ....... , ....... 0.0147 per cent. 
Nitrogen in Nitrates .................... ' ... 0.0370 per cent. 
Nitrogen in Amido acids (Aspartic) ......... 0.177 4 per cent. 
Nitrogen in Amido-acid-amids (Asparagin, 
etc.) ... ,....... . ....... " ............ 0.0672 per cent. 
Nitrogen in Nitrogenous bases (Xanthine, 
etc.) ........... . ................. " .. 0.1] 13 per cent. 
Nitrogen in other forms ........ '" . , . . .. '. 0.044] per cent. 
Total .,.......... . ................... 0.4670 per cent. 
Among the organic acids which we have found in the vari-
ous molasses studied may be mentioned fermic, aceti3, lactic, 
the amido acids mentioned above, and a whole Reries of fatty 
-acids from butyric acid up. Some of these acids mentioned are 
always present, others are only of exceptional occurrence. 
These acids, like the g'ums, may be divided into three classes 
according to their orig'in. First, those derived from the cane; 
second, those formed during' the process of manufacture; 
third, those produced by fermentation. 
In nddition to the above well defined group of substances, 
there is another class of miscellaneous bodies, such as glycerine, 
mannite, lecithine, and cholesterine, which we have found of 
occasional occurrence. To enter into a fuller account of the 
various substances enumerated would exceed the limits of o,ur 
paper, and ,\ve are obliged to pass them over with a bare men-
tion. I would, however, before leaving this topic. like to speak 
of t.wo or thl'ee other compounds simply for the purpose of 
showing what unexpected substances one ma~' occasionally 
meet with in cane molasses. 
Severa I years a~!'O a French chemist, Grim hert, diRcovered 
among the productR of a cel'tain fermentation a compound 
which I1P termed acetyl-methyl-carbinol, CH:3 CO-CHOU-CH3. 
About thiR time, lind while unfamiliar ,,-ith tlll' diRcovery of 
Grimbert, I founel the same identical compound in <t sample 
of fermented vinegar in Pennsylvania, and gave it It different 
name, dimethylketol, which was the term originally applied 
to this com]10und b~' t.he Gel'man chemist Pechmann, who had 
first made it synthetical1~r. Last year while working' upon a 
sample of S0lll' molasses, I was somewhat surprised to mept again 
this old familial' compound. The instance is interesting for 
it shows how a s111)f;tance known for years only as a 1aboratory 
product, may prove to he of general occurrence in nature. The 
compound, I should state, resembles glucose in many of its 
properties; from its strong reducing action Oll Fehling solu-
tion it may, if present in large amounts, introduce an error into 
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the ordinary glucose determination. Fortunately, however, its 
presence in molasses seems to be exceptional and no serious 
troubles need be apprehended from its occurrence. 
As other examples of peculiar substances obtained from 
molasses, I will mention several interesting products found in 
the scums of our hot-room molasses. We have noticed now for 
the past few years in molasses left over in the hot-room, the 
gradual formation during the summer time of a thick blanket 
of yellowish-white scums. A large quantity of this scum was 
collected and after washing to remove molasses was found to 
consist of a white flocculent mass resembling the pulp of paper. 
The product thus obtained, yielded upon analysis large quanti-
ties of chitine, a substance well known as the principal con-
stituent of the shells of crabs, lobsters, crawfish and other 
crustaceans. The chitine obtained from the scums upon treat-
ment with hydrochloric acid yielded large quantities of 
glucosamine hydrochloride, a beautiful white crystalline com-
pound, having a specific rotation in the polariscope or 70.45,. a 
little above that of cane sugar. 
In addition to chitine, the molasses scums contained a large 
quantity of fatty matter and the analysis of this showed it to 
have almost the same composition and characteristics as the 
fat of butter. 
TABLE IV. 
Fat from 
Molasses 
Scums. 
Butter 
Fat. 
o 
Melting point ................ 33° C. 
o 
33.2° C. 
228.5 
33.4 
28.3 
Saponification value ........... 223.1 
Iodine absorption ............. 28.17 
Volatile Acid value (5 gms). . .. 30.4 
Butter fat, as is well. known, yields large quantities of 
butyric acid upon saponification and this property WqS shared 
to the same degree by the fat from the scums. 
An analysis of the dried scums from the molasses showed the 
following percentage composition: 
lvroisture ......... . .............. . 
Chitine ........... . ............. . 
Protein ............... , .......... . 
Fat ............................. . 
• "-8h ............................ . 
Carbohydrates, etc ..... " ......... . 
10.00 per cent. 
11.30 per cent. 
31.62 per cent. 
27.50 per cent . 
5.58 per cent. 
14.00 per cent. 
Total ..... -...... . ............ 100.00 per cent. 
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Regarding the formation of these scums, I should state that 
they are of fungus origin and that the chitine, protein and 
fat in the above analysis are produced through biochemical 
processes by the metamorphosis of the sugars, amids, and other 
ingredients "of the molasses. Such changes are necessarily at-
tended by a marked deterioration in the molasses itself, as 
the following analysis of the surface molasses from an infected 
tank will show: 
Brix ............................ . 
Sucrose ......................... . 
Coefficient of purity .............. . 
69.66 per cent. 
1.72 per cent. 
2.47 per cent. 
The above analysis is an additional confirmation of what was 
said before regarding the purity coefficient. There are other 
factors besides crystallization which can exhaust our mo. 
lasses of sucrose and this is a point we should bear in mind 
whenever we hear or read of phenomenally low purities. 
VII. THE FERMENTATION OF CANE PRODUCTS. 
The deterioration of molasses through ferments of a fungus 
nature leads me to my next topic-that of the fermentation 
of cane products in general. This subject· has engaged our 
attention a great deal during the past year. Over a dozen 
destructive organisms that thrive in our juices, syrups, mo-
lasses and sugars, have been studied and the losses caused 
thereby investigated. These organisms do us damage in sev-
eral ways; they not only destroy sucrose but produce invert 
sugar, gums, acids and other products which interfere seri-
ously with the work of clarification. This damage is usually 
produced" after the juice is extracted. '1'he great majority 
of micro-organisms are unable to work much injury within the 
body of sound canes, principally for the reason that the living 
plant generates an important class of bodies called enzymes, 
some of which, as we have found, on exposure to the air 
produce by oxidation toxic products which prevent the in-
vasion Of bacteria through parts in any manner hruised or 
injured. This oxidizing action is perceptible by the reddish 
brown discoloration which always takes place upon the ex-
posed tissues of a living cane, as in the pathway of the horer 
or npon the parts of the leaf-sheath infected hy the Pon-a-
poche. 
It can be readily seen that this provision of the plant in 
protecting itself against disease is of paramount importance. 
When the cane is killed, however, as by a freeze, this power 
is lost; a discoloration is evident around the frozen parts 
owing to the expOSlll'e of these to the air, but the formation 
of toxic products to meet the extreme exigencies of the case 
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does not go on anew. Hordes of bacteria invade the body of 
the cane through the cracks and dead eyes and within a few. 
days, especially if the weather turns warm, the cane has fer-
mented to such an extent that it is worthless for milling. -1', * 
While fermentation is fortunately of exceptional occurrence 
within the body of the cane, it may take place at any time 
upon its surface. An example of this was presented to our at-
tention last season with canes infected by the Pou-a-poche. 
This insect feeds upon the inner surface of the leaf-sheath 
causing the reddish discoloration already spoken of, which 
being visible from the outside may be regarded as a sure indi-
cation of the presence of this pest. 'l'he juice, which exudes 
from the wounded surface, runs down upon the stalk and un-
dergoing fermentation leaves a deposit of gummy matter. 
This gum, which has a sweetish taste and a peculiar character-
istic odor, :was fonnd to consist mostly of dextran with a con-
siderable amount of dextrose; a little mannite, and traces of 
sucrose were also present. 
Another important bearing, which the question of fermenta-
tion has, is that pertaining to the manufacture of cane syrup. 
'rhere is probably no problem of more vital importance facing 
the manufacturer of syrup than that of marketing his product 
in such a way that it will withstand fermentation, and of the 
numerous inquiries which come to the station about syrup 
making, more are asked regarding the best methods of pre-
venting fermentation than any other subject. 
In this connection, we may say first of all that the 'use of 
chemical preservatives is precluded by the pure food regula-
tions of the different States. Sterilization by heating under 
properly regulated conditions is a safe ancl most effective 
method, but does not seem to give satisfaction in every case. 
One complaint, which does not appear to me to have much 
foundation, is that sterilization injures the flavor of the syrup, 
and one large dealer in the North has informed me that even 
pasteuri7.ation, which requires only a temperature of 160 
degrees F., spoils the taste of fine syrup. These tpmpera-
tnres of pastenrization and sterilization are exceeded. how-
evel', in the boiling of the juice for syrup, so that the objection 
of spoiling flavor may he dismissed as having but little force. 
Another complaint of sterili7.ation is that it does not always-
sterili7.e; that casks, jugs, bottles and other containers, are 
often fonnd afterwal'ds to be badly contaminated with moulds 
and other fel'nwnts. The difficulty in this case is clue to the 
nsr of improperly disinfrcted containers. In nrrserving wines 
in European countries it is customary to disinfect all casks, 
etc., with 8nlohur fumes before filling. This drstrovs all 
SI1O],('S of microorganisms, particulai'ly those of t1l(' m~re re~ 
sistant moulds which are the hnrdest to kill. '}'he same method 
cOlll(1 be employed to :ldv:lntag-c in 0111' syrup industry. If 
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:all bottles, jugs, casks, etc., together with their corks and 
bungs, are well cleaned, steamed and disinfected with sulphur 
fumes, then filled at once with the hot syrup,' immediately 
corked and sealed, there would be no trouble with fermenta-
tion " ., ". .. .. .. 
Another very serious loss in our sugar industry resulting 
irom, fermentation is the deterioration of raw sugars during 
;shipment or in storage. As an example of what may occur in 
this line, allow me to mention the case of a number of Cuban 
.sugars polarized at the station last spring and again several 
months later in the fall: 
,'f 
TABLE VII. 
Polar-
ization 
No. Spring. 
1 .................... 95.9 
2 .................... 93.9 
.3 .................... 94.7 
4 .................... 96.2 
5 .................... 96.8 
6 .................... 95.0 
Polar-
ization 
Fall. 
91.5 
91.1 
91.2 
89.0 
90.7 
91.2 
Loss. 
4.4 
8.8 
3.5 
7.2 
6.1 
3.8 
The above sugars were very sour and had perceptibly dark-
-ened in color at the time of the second polarization. Bac-
teriological tests showed the presence of numerous species of 
'bacteria, one kind especially abundant when transplanted to 
:sterilized cane juice proved very destructive, causing at the 
,-same time a dark coloration and giving rise to products of an 
.acid nature. This organism, an aerobic form, appeared to be 
the chief cause of the deterioration in the Cuban sugars, and 
.its action upon cane products is at present being studied. 
The statement is frequently made that yeasts and bacteria 
, -cannot thrive in such a dense medium as molasses or in a solid 
material like sugar, and this in a certain sense is true. The 
fermentation of molasses, however, is confined to the surface 
:and the deterioration of raw sugars takes place not within the 
'grain, but upon the exterior which is covered with a thin 
,coating of molasses. Owing to its hygroscopic nature the sur-
-face of molasses absorbs moisture readily from the air and this 
,diluted film becomes a very suitable medium for the growth of 
micro organisms. The deterioration under these conditions 
is necessarily much slower than it would be in a juice or syrup, 
yet when the process extends over a considerable period of 
time, its consequences become very marked. If sugars intend-
ed for storage or long shipment were thoroughly dried, the 
losses from deterioration would be greatly minimized. 
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VIII. EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE UPON THE POLARIZATION 
OF RAW CANE SUGARS. 
Differences in the polarization of raw sugars between points 
'of shipment and of entry are not produced entirely by fer-
mentation changes; they may also be the result of differences -
in the temperature of polarization. The study of this point 
has attracted the attention of a great many chemists of late, 
and it is now generally conceded that the polarization of pure 
:sucrose will vary over half a per cent. with a difference of 20 
-deg. C., between the temperatures of the two readings-the 
lower the temperature the higher the polarization. The error 
in polarizing sugars at a tropical port such as Havana and at 
a northern port such as Boston, may therefore be consider-
able, especially during the winter months. To remedy this er-
ror tables have been constructed by means of which all read-
ings may be corrected to a constant temperature of polariza-
tion. I have attempted to use a table of this description in 
the polarization of cane sugars at the experiment station and 
have come to the conclusion that while the table may be valu-
-able in polarizing refined sugars and raw beet p~oducts, it 
will not answer at all in the polarization of raw cane sugars. 
The reason for this is not difficult to find. We have in raw 
-'cane sugars in addition to sucrose, appreciable amounts of the 
reducing sugars dextrose and levulose; now while the polari-
zation of dextrose is but very little effected by change in tem-
perature, that of levulose is very decidedly influenced, more 
'so than that of any other sugar ,and, what is of mos.t import-
-ance, this temperature influence of levulose effects the polariza 
tion in an opposite way to the change in the rotation of 
:sucrose. When polarizations are made at different _ tempera-
tures, those opposing influences may nearly neutralize one an-
'Other as in the case of the higher grade of raw sugars, or, as 
happen with low grade products, the effect of the levulose 
may more than counterbalance the sucrose variation, with the 
Tesult that the sugar polarizes considerably more at the higher 
temperature, instead of lower as is the case of refined sugars. 
To illustrate these points more clearly I will give in the fol-
lowing table, first. the polarizations of four raw sugars at 5 
-deg. C., second, the calculated polarizations at 20 deg. C., as 
deteTmined by the table of sucrose corrections, third, the calcu-
lated poralization at 20 deg C., corrected for the variation of 
both sncrose and levulose, and fourth, the actual polarization 
at 20 deg. C. 
The figures in column III are very much closer to the actual 
polarizations than those in column II, which show. in some 
-cases a variation of nearly a per cent. In fact with ~ugars 
of the above class it is far better to do without the table of 
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sucrose corrections, as in every instance we increase instead 
of diminish the error of our reading. 
The results expressed above shows, first, that a falling off in 
the polarization of raw sugars between ports in tropical and 
temperate latitudes may be due to differences in the tempera-
ture of polarizafion as well as to deterioration, and, second, 
that tables for correcting polarizations to a standard tempera-
ture, based upon variations in the rotation of sucrose alone, 
are of no value in the polarization of raw cane products. These 
observations hold, however, only for single polarization, for if 
the sugars are double polarized, as by the Clerget method, the 
levulose error is entirely obviated. 
IX. PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS UPON THE MATURING OF CANE. 
Last year we reported experiments upon the rate of matur-
ing in our home cane. This year similar experiments have been 
conducted with other varieties, particular attention having 
been paid to the chemical changes which take place in the 
process of growth and ripening. Over fifty complete analyses 
of canes, both plant and stubble, have been made. We can not 
present a tabulation of all these results or even enter into a . 
full discussion of them here, but a few general conclusions of 
the work may be admissable. 
First of all, a comparison of the figures for the seasons of 
1903 and 1904 shows the very marked influence of weather 
conditions. This can best be seen from the following figures, 
which I have condensed into tabular form from analyses of 
juice from stubble canes (Louisiana Purple) at different 
periods of growth: 
The results for the two years show but little variation up to 
the middle of September, after this date the canes of 1903 in-
creased considerably faster in sucrose, and this increase con-
tinued until the end of the season, when it exceeded 3 per 
cent. The average daily temperature and rainfall for the 
two years were also about the same during ,Tune, July and 
August; for the remaining months of the year, however, the 
conditions were very unlike. September, October, November 
and December of 1903 showed daily average in temperature of 
7, 3.3, 6.3, and 9.4 degrees r('spectively lower than the corre-
sponding months of last year; 1903 also showed a deficiency 
in rainfall of 2.00, 0.39, and 1.27 inches for the months of 
Sept em bel', Octo bel' and November. These conditions for year 
before last were very adverse for the growth of cane, yet 
hastened the ripening to an extent rarely attained in Louisiana. 
On the other hand, the unusually W'lrm wl'')ther of last fall, 
tog('ther with favoring rains, promote(~ the gi (,wth of canes 
even into December, but retarded the ri:r'enin~. The tonnage 
was high, but the sucrose cont('nt low. These differences 111 
Aug. 1. 
Sucrose ........... ................... 2.70 
Glucoso .......... . ................... 3.80 
Purity ................................ 36.00 
Sucrose ........... .................. 2.35 
Glucose ............. .... . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.04 
Puri ty ............. . ................ 32.28 
--1903--
Sept. 1. 
5.97 
3.68 
57.02 
--1904--
5.13 
3.75 
52.35 
Oct. 1. Nov. 1. 
11.27 13.60 
2.51 1.02 
76.72 87.b.j 
8.04 9.13 
3.55 2.82 
66.61 71.55 
The weather ron<iitiollH for the two years in question during the growing season were as follows: 
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. 
Averago daily temperature F., 1903.. . .... 82.8 82.1 77. 67.9 58. 
Average daily temperature F., 1904 ......... 80.9 84.1 84.2 71.2 64.3 
Total rainfall inches, 1903 .................. 5.55 5.98 1.27 0.36 0.23 
Total rainfall inches, 1904 .................. 6.47 5.75 3.~4 0.75 1.50 
...;:3 
Nov. 15 
P:1 
t:;j 
15.86 I;j 
.63 t" 92.10 > Z 
12.00 
...;:3 
t:;j 
1.66 ~ 
80.53 I (J2 
-
Dec. 
~ 
0 
49. Z 
58.4 ...;:3 
3.89 P:1 
3.0~ t" ;1 
r-1 
<:1 
0 
t'" 
~ 
~ 
1-1 
<:1 
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conditions naturally made themselves very noticeable in the 
sugar house, owing to the much lower purities of the juices 
and the relatively larger amount of water requiring' evapora-
tion. 
A comparison of the analyses for the four different varieties, 
D. 74, D. 95, Purple and Striped, has developed a few general 
facts of interest. On each of the dates of analysis from August 
1, up to the harvesting, the stubble cane averaged in weight 
about 80 per cent. of the plant cane for first year stubble, and 
about 70 per cent. for second year stubble. The stubble canes, 
on the other hand, at every analysis were all richer in fiber 
and sucrose and lower in glucose than the plant canes, the 
second year stubble exceeding the first year in these respects. 
There is of course a physiological explanation for these dif.-
ferences. In stubble cane we have a partially dwarfed condi-
tion, and according to a well established law, when growth is 
checked, maturation is hastened. Exactly the same effect is 
produced by the non-fertilization of cane. Canes grown upon 
the non-manured plats at the Sugar Experiment Station aver-
age much less in weight but are higher in sucrose than canes 
which have been fertilized. The stunted growth of our stub-
ble cane is due very largely to the inability of the crop to 
secure a sufficient supply of plant food, particularly nitrogen; 
an indication of this is shown by the deficiency of the juices 
from stubble cane in mineral and in nitrogenons ingredients. 
An inspection of the following table will show this very clear-
ly: 
'rABLE IX. 
-D. 74- -D. 95- Purple Striped 
PI. St. PI. St. PI. St. PI. St. 
Ash-
..17 Al ..10 .:33 .:36 .30 .34 .28 
?\itrogenons boclies-
.20 .07 .18 .08 .17 .09 .19 .09 
The stubble juices show in e\" e 1';\' instance a decrease of 
nenrIy 20 per cent. in ash and over 50 per cent. in nitrogenous 
bodies. These facts explain why it is that the juice from the 
stubble canes contains less solids not sngar, than that from 
plant cane. 
Ana lyses show that the deficiency of nitrogenous ingredients 
in stubble cane falls most largely upon the reserve supply of 
nitrogen or the amicls. 'rhis will be seen from the following 
analyses made about October 1st.: 
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Albuminoids. Amids 
D. 74.-
Plant ...................... 07 .17 
Stubble ......... . .......... 07 .02 
D.95-
Plant ............ . ......... 07 .12 
Stubble ........ . ........... 05 .02 
Purple-
Plant ......... . ............ 09 .11 
Stubble .................... 06 .02 
Striped-
Plant .... " .. , ............. 09 .13 
Stubble .................... 06 .02 
To maintain the vital processes of the cane a certain amount 
of albuminoid matter (protoplasm) is indispensable and to 
keep this up the plant draws upon its stores of amids. An in-
spection of the table shows that with the stubble canes this 
reserve is almost completely exhausted and subsequent ana-
lyses showed no gain. With the plant canes, on the other 
hand, there is always a large surplus of amids, which is being 
continually added to during the entire period of growth. 
There are a numbe!' of reasons for this partially starved 
condition of our stubble crops. Among the most important of 
these may be mentioned the partial exhaustion of fertility, 
directly beneath the roots, by the previous crop, the difficulties 
in securing good tilage and the very unfavorable points of 
growth. The most that can be done towards helping the situa-
tion is to cultivate as thoroughly as possible and to fertilize 
well with nitrogenous manures. 
An apparent regularity observed in the ratio of fiber to 
sugars in many of the analyses, led us to thoroughly investi-
gate the statement some times made that there exists a definite 
and fixed ratio between the fiber and sugar content of cane. 
It was soon evident, however, that attempts to establish any 
such ratio between fiber and sucrose were futile, as the pro-
portions varied from 0.5 to 1.5 of sncrose to 1.0 of fiber. The 
relation between fiber and total sugars was somewhat more 
constant but by no means fixed, ranging from 1 to 1 in the 
early stages of growth to 1.6 of sugars to 1 of fiber at the 
time of milling. 
In the study of the different varieties of cane great care must 
be exercised in making our experiments and comparisons un-
der similar conditions. Weare all of us familiar with the dif-
ferences in the physical appearances of our canes, such as 
color, erectness, length of joint, etc.; somewhat less acqnainted 
perhaps with the differences in chemical composition, such as 
sucrose, glucose, and fiber content j but how little do we yet 
know of those underlying and hidden physiological peculiari-
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ties-rate of assimilation, transpiration, and.-the like. A study 
·of the latter phenomena might well repay investigation, for 
upon them are largely dependent whatever excellencies one 
variety of cane may have over another. 
An interesting fact in the above connection is the matter of 
ash contept. We have in the ash an imperfect yet a fairly com-
parative measure of the transpired water for each variety of 
cane, since the mineral matter in solution as it enters the 
plant from the soil. accumulates in proportion to the degree of 
evaporation from the leaf surface. I will give here a few re-
sults taken from analyses of juices made the middle of August, 
which is about the period of most rapid growth: 
TABLE X. 
D.74. 
Sucrose ........... 4.88 
Glucose ........... 3.24 
Ash ................ 48 
D.95. 
2.45 
2.87 
.41 
Purple. 
2.35 
4.04 
.40 
Striped. 
2.03 
4.26 
.34 
'rhe ash content is much higher in the juice of D. 74 than 
in any of the other varieties; D. 95 stands second, Purple third 
and Striped fourth. This is also their relative position in 
sucrose content: as regards reducing sugar the order is the re-
verse to this. From the above results, which hold true during. 
the entire period of g'l'owth, we may conclude that of the several 
canes studied, the D. 74 is the most vigorous feeder, thus re-
quiring upon poor soils a heavier fertilization; we may also 
say that the D. 74 has the greatest powers of assimilation and 
conversion, as is shown by the higher content in sugars and 
lower glucose ratio. The experiments upon the different varie-
ties are to be continued during the present l'Ieason and a more 
complete synopsis of the results will be presented later. 
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Sugar Plantations, Cane Growers and Sugar Mills. 
ISLAND AND NAME. 
OAHU. 
Apokaa Sugar Co ••.••••••••••••.•••• 
Ewa Plantation Co ............... .. 
WaIanae C/) ....................... .. 
WaIalua AgrIcultural Co ......... .. 
~ahuku Plantation Co ........... .. 
Yalmanalo Sugar Co. .. ......... .. 
O'ahu Sugar Co ..................... .. 
Honolulu Plantaticn Co ......... .. 
Lale Plantation .................... . 
MAUl. 
Olowalu Co ......................... . 
PIoneer Mill Co. • ................ .. 
Wailuku Sugar Co ................ . 
HawaIIan CommercIal & Sug. Co. 
Pnla Plantation ...............•.... 
Haiku Sugar Co.. ...• . ............. . 
KIpahulu Sugar Co ................ . 
Kihei Plantation Co ............. .. 
HAWAII. 
Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co .... . 
Hamakua Mill Co. • ............... . 
Kukaiall Plantation ............... . 
Kukalau Mill Co. • ................ . 
Ookala Sugar Co. . ................ . 
Laupahoehoe Sugar Co ............ . 
Hakalau Plantation ............... . 
Honomu Sugar Co ................ . 
Pepeekeo Sugar Co. . ............. . 
Onomea Sugar Co. • .............. .. 
HII/) Sugar Co ..................... .. 
Haw~1I MlIl Co .................... . 
Walaltea Mill Co ................. .. 
HawaIIan Agricultural Co ...••.... 
HutchInson Sugar Plantation Co. 
UnIon Mill Co. . .................. .. 
Kohala Sugar Co ................... . 
PacIfic Sugar Mill ., .............. . 
Honokaa Sugar Co .•......•.•••.... 
Olaa Sugar Co. ........ . 
Puna Sugar Co. . ....••....•.•••..•. 
Halawa Plantation ..•••.••...••...• 
Bawl MI\I & Plantation ••.•..•.••. 
Punko Plantation .•.••...•••••...••. 
NlulH Sugar Mill and Plantation 
Pual,ea I! .•• tation.... . .... 
KAUAI. 
Kilauea Sugar Plant::.tlon Co ...•.• 
Gay & Robinson ...........••.•....• 
Makee Sugar Co. . •.........•••••••• 
Grove Farm Plantation .......... . 
LIhue Plantation Co ..•...•...••.• 
Koloa Sugar Co. . .....•.......••••. 
McBryde Sugar Co. . .............. . 
HawaHun Sugar Co ....•.•.••....••. 
Wnlmca Sugar Mill Co ....••.•••••• 
Kekaha Sugar Co .................. . 
KEY. 
MANAGER. 
e G. F. Renton .. 
• G. F. Renton ..•...••. 
••• Fred Meyer ......... . 
• W. W. fJoodale .....• 
x· Andrew Adams •••..• 
•• G. Chalmers. 
x 1'; K Bull ...... . 
•• .T. A. Low ............ .. 
x· S. E. Wooley ••••..• 
•• Geo. Glbb ............. . 
:z: L. Barkhausen .....• 
"x C. B. Wells ...•.....• 
x· H. P. Baldwin .•••... 
x' D C. Lind.ay ..........• 
x' H. A. Baldwin. ."_ 
x A. Gross .......•..••• 
x· James Scott 
Jas. Glbb ..•.•.•...•.• 
A. Lldgate ...••••.••• 
J. M. Horner •.•.•..• 
E. Madden 
W. G. Walker ...... . 
C. McLennan ••..••.• 
Geo. Ross .•.••...••• 
Wm. Pullar ••.....•• 
.las. Wehster ........ . 
J. T. Molr ........... . 
J. A. Scott ......... . 
'V. H. Campbell· .... .. 
C. C. Kennedy ..... . 
Wm. G Ogg ....... . 
Carl Wolters ........ . 
H. H. Renton. 
l!l. E. Oldlng ........ . 
D. Forbes .......... .. 
K. S Gjerdrum ... . 
J. Watt ............... . 
POST OFFICE... 
Ewa 
Ewa 
Waianae 
Waialua 
Kahuku 
Waimanalo 
Waipahu 
Alea 
Lale 
LahaIna 
LahaIna 
Wailuku 
Puunene 
Paia 
Haiku 
Kipahulu 
KIheI 
Hamakua 
Paauilo 
Kukaiau 
Paallllo 
Ookala 
Papaaloa 
Hakalau 
Honomu 
Pepeekeo 
Hilo 
Hllo 
Hllo 
Hllo 
Pahala 
Naalehu 
Kohala 
Kohala 
Kukulhaele 
Honokaa 
Olaa 
Kapoho 
T. S. Kay .......... Kohala 
John HInd ............ Kohala 
W. L. Vredenburg.. S. Kohala 
fiobt Hall... Kohala 
H. R. Bryant ......... Kohaln 
•• A. Moore ...••.•..•..• 
x·x Gay & RobInson .. . 
n. n. FaIrchild .... . 
It Ed. Broadbent .•.••.• 
x F. 'Weber ........... . 
x P. McLane .......... . 
'x \V. Stodart. .......... . 
x· H. D. BaldwIn .... .. 
• J. Fnssoth ........... . 
x H. P. Faye ........... . 
HONOLULU AGENTS. 
Kilauea 
Makaweli 
Kealia 
LIhue 
LIhue 
Koloa 
Eleele 
lIfaltawell 
Waimea 
Kekaha 
• ....... ............. ......... .. ..... '" Castle & Cooke ............................. (5) 
......................................... W. G. IrwIn & Co ......................... (8) 
........................................ J. M. Dowsctt ............................. (1) 
x ....................................... H. Huckfeld & Co ......................... (9) 
'x ...................................... T. H. Davies & Co ....................... (A) 
··x .a .....................•............. t'~. !::>rt'Wt'r ,'(,z 1:0 .••...••..•••..•••.••••• (H) 
x· ...... ............. ........ . ........ Alexander & BaldwIn .................. (7) 
x" ..................................... 1". A. Schaefer & CO ....................... l21 
x·x ................................... H. Waterhouse Trust Co ................. (2) 
U ...................................... Hind. Roloh & Co ......................... '2) 
xx ...................................... Bishop & Co ........ ....... ..... .. . ... ill· 
